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This study evaluates the place of W.E.B. Du Bois in the progressive movement in
early-twentieth century America. T.hrough his sociological works, including alis:

N-

and the Atianta Conferences, Du Bois tried to create an intellectual

blueprint to reform of Arnenca. Initiaiiy his plan had a self-help foundation, and he
identified churches, schools and secret societies as institutions that should lead this effort.
Du Bois compiled an overwhelrning arnount of data which suggested that black poverty
and suffering was due not to racial Uiferiority, but a negative social environment. As his
work progresse& Du Bois assigned increasing blame to whites for helping create the
negative social environment that blacks faced.
The first chapter outlines the challenges Du Bois faced in attempting to create his
reforrn program. In post-Reconstruction Arnerica, blacks saw an erosion of their civil
rights which undercut their efforts to improve their standard of living. Languishing as the
poorest people in Society, many blacks fled the rural South to start over in the urban
industriai centres. Du Bois endeavoured to study the new environment blacks faced while
seeking to challenge white racism. Most Americans, including acadernics, clergymen and
physicians, beiieved blacks iderior and lacking the potential to improve. The study's
second chapter evaluates TheNe-,

a work of critical importance, in which

as Du Bois tned to educate reform-minded whites about the true nature of the black
community. Throughout his work, Du Bois encouraged blacks to undertake self-help
programs that would improve the negative social conditions they faced. The final chapter
demonstrates that the Atianta Conference studies aiiowed Du Bois to expand on the

themes he introduced in -a

N-.

Over tirne his views evolved, and he

came to argue that greed inherent in laissez-faire economics motivated whites to exploit
poor blacks. Slowly, Du Bois modified his reforrn plans, envisionhg an expanded role for
governrnent in refom efforts. Although Du Bois intluenced many settlement workers and
reformers,and joined the NAACP in 19IO, he never saw his ideas gain widespread
acceptance.
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William Edward Burghardt Du Bois was one of the greatest campaigners for civil
rights in Amencan history. We remember him favourably for his role in promoting higher
education as a solution to racial tension. He aiso heiped to found the National Association
for the Advancement of Coloured People, arguably the most successfirl civil rights
organization in the history of the movement. This organization, established in 1909, was a
clear expression of the progressive sentiments popular in America during the first two
decades of the twentieth century. The progressive movement feaîured efforts by many
Americans to reshape their society. Progressive endeavours include larger political
carnpaigns, municipal refonn, settlement house programs, and even efforts to solve the
nation's race problem. The social conscience exhibited by many Americans during this
penod gave him hope that Arnenca would finally address the plight of Afiican-Americans.
in the previous decade, Du Bois had been more criticai of Amencan culture, as he pursued

a career in academics.

Du Bois benefitted fiom an education that few other black men obtained because
of the powerfùl racial and economic barriers they faced. M e r showing considerable
academic ment in high school, he lefi his home in Great Barrington, Massachusetts to
attend school in the South. He initiaiiy enroiied at Fisk University in Tennessee, although
he had dreamed of going to Harvard.' Mer two worthwhile years at Fisk, he soon lef? to

' W.E.B. Du Bois, An To&
Shocken, 1968. p.22.

an y-
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Co-.

New York:

pursue his education at Haward, the centre of intekctual life in Amerka at the time,where
There Du Bois met several notable scholars,
he would eventually earn his do~torate.~
including philosophersWilliam James and George Santayana and hinorian Albert Bushnell

Hart. He excelled academically, and in 1892 the University of Berlin offered him a visiting
scholarship which lasted two years.'

Because of academic regdations, Du Bois did not receive a degree fiom the
University of Berlin but still found his time in Germany exciting and productive. For the

fia time in his Life he was f?ee from the stigma of being a black man in Arnerica, and most
Germans treated him wannly. While at the university, he received lessons fiom several
innovative instructors. Gustav Schmoiler, Heinrich von Treitschke, Max Weber and
Adolf Wagner ail sought to apply scientific principles to sacial situations in the hope that
such rnethods of observation would ailow them to generafize more accurately about
society. Du Bois lefi Germany in 1894 determined to integrate their methods into his own
work.'
W.E.B. Du Bois conducted his early sociological research during a dynamic period

of American hiaory. During the 1890's many Arnericans felt that large, unseen
corporations or forces were controiiing their econornic flairs, and they became so
desperate that they fought to regain control of their lives. Protesters sought the secunty of

* W.E.B. Du Bois, Theof
f

i

o

w Re&e of its F rst Cl-.

' Ibid., p. 1 3 3 4 143,153.
'Ibid., p. 159-160,1634 67.
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F s . Du Bois. A Solilpqyy on Vie-

New York:International, 1968. p. 125.
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larger organized groups within which to pursue their stniggle. Rural Amenans, for
exampie, especiaily faced constant economic difficutty in the decades following the Civil

War. They found a potential solution to their problems in the National Farmers Alliance
and Industrial Union. The Alliance gave thousands of Arnencan fmpeople the hope that

they could change their situation. The niral organizattion petitioned merchants to give
fairer compensation for crops, railroad companies to end discriminatory transportation
policies and rates, and the governrnent to look at alternative money policies.

Urban Americans also organised for protest by joining labor unions. Following the
Civil War, American industry underwent a dramatic transformation with srnail workshops

being replaced by large-sale rnanufacturing. Traditional artisans had wntrolled the
workplace with their irreplaceable ability to foilow a project fiom start to finish.
Industriali7ntion removed the ski11 fiom production, leaving workers responsible for only a
few simple tiinctions that represented one srnali part of the process. Production changes,
coupled with cheap labour, forced workers to form unions to protect their nghts. Tensions
between workers and management oflen escalated into confrontation. For example, the
Pullman strike of 1893 virtually stopped traffic around Chicago, the centre of Amenca's
raihoad systern. Eugene V. Debs led workers of the Arnencan Railway Union in an
orderly boycott against the Pullman Company, to give the workers a higher standard of
iiving.
The reform impulse, however, was not j u s Iirnited to group endavours. Feeling
the energy of the period, individuals began to conduct srnalier municipal refom projects to
shape their environment. The Progressive experience included more people than just

4

famiers, aAsans, and labourers. An emerging middle class tned to exert its iduence by
changing society for the better. With the growth of Amencan cities, reformers focused on
the sociai problems evident in such urban centres as Philadeiphia, Atlanta, New York, and
Boston. Muckraking joumalists helped publicize society's problems, highlighting the
plight of poor children in the cities, or the unf'air working conditions that many blue coUar
men and women faced. New publications spread the belief that Amencan cities were in
decline, as the newly fomed ghettoes strained community mords and resources. Not
surprisingiy, many settlement workers or other reformers focused their attention on black
slums.

Du Bois was kcenly aware of both the reform impulse in society and the low status
most Amencans assigned to his race. Early in his acadernic career he decided that he
would devote his efforts to advancing the black race in America. At first he envisioned a
great scientific study that would chart the development of Afncan-Americans. Over time,

however, his sociological work took on a much more practical tone, as he tried to provide
the theoretical fiamework behind reform efforts in the black community.

In preparation for his acadernic career, Du Bois attended and the graduated from
Harvard University. Two years later, afler Du Bois accepted employrnent at the
University of Pemsylvania, he mon embarked on his first major work as a sociologist. The
study examined the growùig ghetto in Philadelphia's Seventh Ward. Despite the poor
living conditions in the are* Du Bois decided t o live in the ward as he carried out his
research; spending countless hours moving fiom dwelling to dwelling collecting

demographic information.' To ensure objectivity he employed the moa modem, rigorous
scientific methods in colecting his data. The results of more than a year of thorough
research were illuminating. The text touched a wide range of comrnunity issues such as
basic demographic information, important comunity institutions iike churches and
schools, and other important elements of everyday Me. Du Bois managed to articulate
that even within a very Limited mode1 the biack comrnunity was not a homogeneous mass,
but diverse and stratified6

The book that resulted tiom his study,

-a

N-,

represented the

first application of modem principles of social science to the black uhan experience.

Modern academics often cite the work as the beginning of a new genre of AfncanAmerican sociology. According to John H.Bracey, Jr., August Meier, and Elliott

Rudwick, The-P

N w ,began, "the golden age in the sociology of blacks in

~rnenca."' Such Scholars as George Edmund Xaynes, ira D. Reid and Allison Davis soon

began studying the black cornrnunity. By the mid point of the century the University of

Chicago housed a sociology department concemed with the study of blacks in the United
States. The department featured the work of E. Franklin Frazier, Bertram W. Doyle,
Horace Cayton, Charles S. Johnson and St. Clair Drake, men who molded modem

David Levering Lewis,W EJ3. Du Bois.of a
Holt, 1993. p. 186-190.

'Eïjah Anderson in his introduction to W.E.B. hi Bois, -0.

1868- 19 1 9. New York:
A

SocialStudv.
Philadelphia, University of Pemsylvania, 1996. p.xviü-xx.

'John H.Bracey, Jr., Augus Meier, EUiot Rudwick, TheThe
:
Ars

fiau'-.

Belrnont: Wadsworth, 1971. p. l.
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s o c i ~ l o g Du
~ . ~Bois would have been heartened by the University of Chicago's efforts to
prornote the study of the black community on such a wide scale. For years he tried with
Iittle siiccess to convince university administrators to fbnd what he saw as essential

projects charting the progress of frica an-~mericans.~
Du Bois intended

-P

N

m to help the 1Qfncan-American

community advance. Aithough dismayed by community vices such as drinking and
gambling, he did not hily blame blacks for these problems. While he noted that blacks
had to do more to improve their lot, he also recognized that white prejudice was a major
ob~tacle.'~
His conclusion may not have seemed revolutionary, but it signalled a SMin
Afncan-Amencan refom thought. Through his research hi Bois reached conclusions
contrw to prevailing black civil rights phiiosophy. At the tum of the century most
Arnericans were most comfonable with the policy of accommodation voiced most
dramatically by Booker T. Washington who felt that by acquiring basic agricuitural and
hygienic skills blacks wodd earn the respect of whites and eventually win their righttùl
place in society." Through his academic research Du Bois became increasingly critical of
Washington and of accommodation.

Themarked Du Bois's first aep

away fiom Washington's program.
Du Bois's key conclusion in the Philadeiphia study noted that the living conditions

' Ibid., p. 1-5.
W.E.B.hi Bois, n
i
eof W m hi B d .p.200-202.
'O

W.E.B.Du Bois, g-or.

A So.-

l'

Bwker 7. Washington,JJD Fr-vq.

New York: Airmont, 1967.

p.389-397.

blacks faced caused the poverty they endured. His view opposed those of most white
Amencans, who felt that blacks were, as E. Franklin Frazier states, "an idenor race
because of either biological or social heredity or both; that the Negro because of his
physical characteristics could not be assimilated; and that physical arnalgamation was bad
and therefore ~ndesirable."'~hi Bois challenged the prevailing academic thought in place

since the Civil War. Many Amencan scholars readily beIieved that blacks were idenor

and their views, although subjective, helped to j u s t e the position of blacks within
capitalist America. Politicai disenfianchisement, segregation and the constant threat of
mob violence were difficulties that blacks faced at the turn of the century. Meanwhile, the
eiites in America developed the Gospel of Wealth ideology claiming that the strongest and
most virtuous of men would assume their place at the head of society. This philosophy
encouraged society to measure a man's wonh by his matenal wealth.13 Through basic
social obsewation people believed in S o c i a l - D M s m which seemed to assign blacks the
lowest rung in the social ladder." In -Dam

Du Bois openiy declared his didain

for these unredistic ideas which banished Afncan-Americans to a lower social status.15

E. Franklin Frazier, T a c e Contacts and the Social Structure,"
kview, xiv February 1949 p.2.
l2

l3

Gai1 Kennedy ed., w

Robert H. Wiebe,

e nd_thewelof W a . Boston, D.C. Heath, 1949.

for Order 1877-1 920. New York: Ki11 & Wang, 1967
. ..
- oS
the . . .
Cambridge: Harvard, 1991 p.50, 107.' Richard Hofstadter,
-D
Thoupht.New York:George Brader, 1955. pp. 170- 173.
l4
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m.

p.40., Alan Dawley,

l5
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p.51.
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White academics had spent decades developing this social philosophy to explain their
society and justie the poor social condition of blacks.

TheN-

marked

W.E.B. Du Bois's first atternpt to question the Amencan system. Du Bois's work

challenged Amencan academia which had been justi@ing racist practices for decades.
Many historians who have examined Du Bois's early sociological work fail to

recognize the practicd refom intentions that Du Bois had for his work. Most evaiuations
of Du Bois as a reformer focus on his work with the N.A.A.C.P. Earlier critiques of Du
Bois, including Francis Broderick's =.B.

nu Bois N w o

(1959), and EUiot Rudwick's W.E.B. Du Bois. A S

..

of Cnm
s (1960),

focused on the high academic quaüty of his work in an atternpt to establish his reputation,
as he had becorne a somewhat forgotten American scholar. They tried to prove that Du
Bois's early works enhanced his reputation as a scholar without evaluating bis evolving
ideas on race and refom. They placed a great deal of emphasis on the confiict between Du
Bois and Booker T. Washington, clearly outlining their over voting participation and
education.l6

In her book,el-

Cm?: Wla-

T M Ou-

1900-1934 (1972), June Sochen argued that there was a conservative element to

Du Bois's research. Downplaying the confiict between Washington and Du Bois, Sochen
felt that Du Bois was a conservative because he demanded the nght of blacks to pursue
the Amencan drearn. Sochen noted that both worked within the system, for
Francis Broderick,
hi Rob N v o W.
Stanford:
Stanford University, 1959. pp.32-89., Eiiiott M. RudwicL, W B .Du Rpir A S
w
.* . .
Philadelphia: University of Phüadelphia, 1960. pp. 15-76.
l6

irnprovements in education to help blacks achieve the Arnerican drearn. Sochen makes an
interesting argument, but her work would benefit from a funher examination of the
compiexity of Du Bois's ideas on refonn." Du Bois commented on many issues, not just

those on which he disagreed with Washington. Although he was not a revolutionary, Du
Bois advocated some changes which held radical implications. Nevertheless, Du Bois and
Washington agreed on many refonn issues, particularly during Du Bois's tenure in
Puadelphia. Over tirne the two men gradually grew apart as Du Bois adopted a more
demanding reform program.
Challenging conservative views on Du Bois's early potitics, Dan S. Green and
Edwin D. Driver produced a different view of D u Bois's early sociological research with

their study,

W
.
E
.
B
.
(1 978).

They

ctaimed that Du Bois's early research was radicai because he beiieved black inferiority was
caused by a poor social environment, not by heredity. Unfortunately, Green and Driver
were content simply to reprint large portions of TheN-

without

adequately explaining the nature of Du Bois's departure fiom more traditional civil nghts
thinking. They fail to detail the evolution over time of his ideas on reform and do not
explain how he difFered fiom the majority of acadernics and professionals of the penod.
Nevertheless, Green and Driver's book inspired several other studies noting the radical
nature of Du Bois's work. For example, in his work Black&Red: W u . Du B

m

to the Cold War 1944-1961 (1986), Gerald Home states that

June Sochen,
1Jnbndpeable:R
B
&
1900- 193. Chicago: Rand McNaily, 1972. Chapters 2 and 3.

l7

-

Dr-
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Du Bois was a political radical earlier than most scholars recognize. Home claims that Du
Bois showed signs of opemess to alternative political ideas during his early work with the
NAACP'~

Starting with S.P. FuUinwider's book,

-04

of B l & U m k a

( 1969), more recent studies of Du Bois have recognized that his ideas could be considered

radical or conservative depending on the context in which they are considered. Like any
great thinker, Du Bois altered his views over t h e . FullinWinder's book is notable, as it
explains that Du Bois had a practical reform goal during his early weer. Fuliinwinder
believes that through his work Du Bois argued that blacks had a "christ-like image"
because they had manageci to maintain their spirituaiity while enduring a racist context
which at various times featured slavery, disenfianchisement, segregation and mob
violence. Du Bois portrayeci whites as ccdevils",because of their greed, prejudice and
hatred toward blacks. FuHinwinder feels that Du Bois advocated a religious "mission,"
with reformers working to Save America. The key to this plan was religion and Du Bois

envisioned a large role for the spiritually strong blacks in the reform of the nation.
Fullinwinder States that Du Bois dismissed conservative notions of social Darwinism,
arguing that spirituality, not weaith were signs of higher evolution. Du Bois beCeved that
the black cornrnunity was the spintual center of Amencan society, and the key to the

u.

Dan S. Green and Edwin D. Driver,
hi Bpis on
the Rla&
Chicago: University of Chicago, 1978. pp. 10-20., Geraid Horne,
R o i s a n d 0 - F to & C d d W a 1944- 1963.
Albany: State University of New York, 1986. pp.2- 10 .
"

.-
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nation's salvation.''
Although Fullinwinder provides an interesting fiarnework for the analysis of Du
Bois's sociologicai research, other areas need to be addressed. Wfüle much of his

research focused on spirituality, Du Bois also examined other themes wtiich deserve
attention. Lnitially, Fullinwinder correctly argues that Du Bois proposed a highly spiritual
program, but over tirne his emphasis shified to a program that was l e s spiritual and more
pragrnatic in nature. Du Bois eventually called for cooperative economic ventures,
educational reform, and heightened govemment involvement and funding in prograrns to

aid biacks. hi Bois becarne sceptical about the place of black churches in his refonn
prograrn even though he admitteci that the churches were the spiritual centre of the black
community. Noting that spirituality was a large component of Du Bois's sociological
research is important, but it is equaüy important to examine the other elements of his plan.
The constant evolution of D u Bois's ideas encouraged other historians to also
evaluate his ideas against the backdrop of the events sumounding them. In W.E.B. Du

P0-y

of a Bace 1868- 19 19 (1993), David Levering Lewis attempts to examine

Du Bois's early career without arguing that he was either radical or conservative. Lewis

seeks a complete picture of Du Bois's character, important events in his private life, and
his motivation for undertaking each project. Du Bois, Lewis notes, sought to create a
reform plan designed to guide weaithy refom-rninded cituens or settlement house

l9

S.P.F h w i d e r , The M k h d Mood of
.-B

1969. pp.54-64.

Homewood, m.:Dorsey,

w o r k e r ~ .Unfortunately
~~
Lewis does not note the strong c o ~ e d o n betwern
s
a Ne=

and the Atlanta conferences and as a result he neglects to trace the

development of Du Bois's reform blueprint over time.
Recently in, W
.
E
.
B
.Po-

.

(1 997),Adolph L.

R e d , Jr. investigated the theoretical elements of Du Bois's political views. Like Lewis,

Reed was not preoccupied with argWng that Du Bois was a radical or a conservative.

instead, Reed tries to find the more consistent features of Du Bois's political thought. He

argues that Du Bois's faith in a scientific approach led to a Iasting cornmitment to elitism
and collectivism. Reed states that while Du Bois expressed interest in Pan-Afncanism or
sociaiist ideas, he never abandoned his colîectivist or elitist ideas. Although Reed's study
is intcresting, h e fails to explain M y how Du Bois's research shaped his political ideas.
Unfortunately Reed, like many others, focuses on poiitics which was just one piece of a
cornplex, involved refonn plan. Reed is c o ~ e cin
t his assenion that
& g was
~ central to the development of Du Bois's ideas, but he fails to acknowiedge that

Du Bois developed the same ideas further in the Atlanta conference studies."
August Meier, in &gr0-

T

1880- 1 9 fi (1 964)' also examines

Du Bois's career within the context of the progressive refonn movement. Aithougb he
never states it explicitly, Meier assumes that Du Bois was a fùfl-fledged member of the
progressive movernent prior to his days with the N.A.A.C.P. It would have been helpfùl

David Leverhg Lewis, W.-.
Du
Henry Holt, 1993. Chapters 8-9.

'' Adolph L.Reed Jr.,

1868-1919. New York:

..

J
hB
o
C U L i n New
e . York: Oxfiord University, 1997. pp.47-5 1,69-70, 89.

. .

0
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had Meier explained where Du Bois fit within the movement. Du Bois produced his

reform blueprint with a specific motive in rnind. He wanted to educate aii progressive
refonners, urging both whites and biacks into reform programs more suitabie than
segregation or forced migration. Unfortunately, his race kept Du Bois from being fbily
accepted by political reformers of the South. At the same t h e , his academic arrogance,
radical betiefs and his conflict with Booker T. Washington kept him fiom being h l l y
accepted by many black reformers.
Ultirnately, Du Bois found acceptance among a few like-rninded settlement house
workers and academics. Accorcüng to Dewey Grantham, in
- -frP

Pro-

.

.

(1 983), there existed three main elernents to

Southem progressivism. The first group of Southem progressives, whom Du Bois wanted
to educate and direct, encouraged state control of any problem a m in society. Many
reformers came to believe that political disenfhchisement and segregation were viable
programs to limit racial daculties in the South. Grantham claims that the second
component of the Southem reform movement was concemed with economic
development. Members of this group were concerned with economic issues, such as
problems with agriculture, protecîive labor measures and the application of scientific
method to the workplace. While Du Bois comrnented on al1 of these themes, he did so
from a black perspective, which kept him from fully pmicipating in these campaigns to
any great extent. The third and final element of the Southem progressive movement,
Grantham States, were efforts to achieve social justice. These initiatives usually focused on

charitable concems, child labor laws or social issues facing the black community.* Clearly
Du Bois belonged to the third group as he was primarily concemed with improving the
quality of Me for biacks in America. Although Du Bois fit mos! easily into this third

category of Southem reform efforts, it is clear that he desperately wanted to be involved in
a leadership role with the other elements of routhern progressive reform. His race and his
focus on the problems of the black community kept this from ever happening.

In TheN q g ~
and later in the Atlanta Conferences Du Bois tried to
influence and idorm reforrn-minded citizens including setdement workers, educators,
philanthropists and politicians. The purpose of this paper is to examine Du Bois's attempt
to contribute to the progressive reform movement. Du Bois's research gave him the
oppominity to form ideas on racial refonn, preparing him for the hands-on role he would
take upon joining the N. A.A.C.P. in 1910. While the Philadelphia study focused on one
spsific neighbourhood, the Atlanta snidies were much broader in scope. Instead of

investigating al1 aspects of life in one community in depth, Du Bois decided that each year
conference participants would examine one specific aspect of black life. M e r ten years
the cycle would begin again with conference organizers reviewing the onginal tupics. By
adapting this format, Du Bois hoped to a m a s a comprehensive body of data describing
the development of the black race in America? Clearly, the Philadelphia study was a

" A ~ g u nMeier, -0
T..
W

. .

1 880- 19 15.

of

Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1964. pp. 182-

207., Dewey W.G r a n t m

..

.. .

m.Knoxville:University of Tennessee Press, 1983. pp-xviii-xx.
. .

W.E.B. Du Bois, The
of W m . D u B a A S P l i l P q u y n n Y i e e
f i o f i
.
k
F
p. 198-20 1,2 15.

1s

prelude to the larger idea of the Atlanta Conferences. The Atlanta Conferences gave Du
Bois the o p p o h t y to expand on many of his ideas more fully. In particular, he becarne
increasingly convinced that the destitute conditions blacks faced were not the result of
heredity but rather the social environment forced upon blacks. As the conferences
progressed fiom year to year, Du Bois's language becarne increasingly more militant and
critical.

Theserves as the starting point in a process of examination

that questioned years of acadernically supported beiiefs.
a N-

c o n s i d e ~ gthe importance of

and the Atlanta conference papers, little criticai analysis greeted

them when they first appeared. The few popdar journals which reviewed the matenal
approved the work but ignorecl the author's emphasis on environment over heredity.

So-

disdaineci both the Philadelphia study and the larger

Atlanta ~ n f e r e n c e s . ~Considering
'
Du Bois's credentials, and the obvious thoroughness

and ment of this work he was doing, this snub was inexcusable. It is likely that the
author's skin color and radical views may have prompted the association to neglect his
work, a far more effective form of suppression than an open challenge. To have launched

an attsck on his work would have given it instant credibility. Throughout his academic
career Du Bois had difnculty funding his work and group projects.'' Eventually these
barriers contribute. to his decision to leave aaderrïia and becorne more involved
politically by helping form the N.A.A.C.P.
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Upon imagining the racism confionting blacks in late-nineteenth century Amenone irnrnediately thinks of mob violence, lynching, and. -

With hk entry

into academics, however, William Edward Burghardt Du Bois noticed a dserent sort of
racism. Amencan racism was comprehensive and reached into ail aspects of society.
During the "Gilded AgeWperiod,many Amencan educators and professionals believed
wholeheartedly in black infenority. Acadernics and professionals wrote volumes on racial
development, providing theoretical background justwng various racist programs. Du
Bois countereû that blacks were potentially equal to whites. The assertion made him a
radical, because he challenged the results of decades of slavery and racial injustice.

For most blacks, life in late-nineteenth century America was extremely difficult. In
the nird South blacks found that Greedom fiom slavery did not end their difficulties. Many
blacks found themselves trapped in exploitative labour arrangements as the crop lien
system became prevalent.' Along with their dficulties in agriculture, blacks, particularly

Under the cropiien system many famiers were forced to obtain their supplies on credit
from merchants who charged huge rates of interests on these accounts. Following
harvests, fmers had to sel1 their crops to the merchants with proceeds being subtracted
h m earlier purchases. Ifthe famier's crop was considered of less vaiue than the interestinflated goods, the merchant would only cany the farmers with certain financial
considerations. Usually, the farmer had mongage his farm or Nture crops to the
merchant, who could not be trusted to give faV value for anything the f m e r produced.
This system existed in rnany States and was nothing more than a legalized fom of slavery
-P
for many blacks and poor whites. Please see, Lawrence Goodwyn, The
of d
ieR.evNew York: M o r d , 1978. pp.20-25.
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in the South, faced the continud threat of violence. In an effon to restrict black political
and economic power, the Knights of the Ku Klux Kian emerged as a force in 1867,
carrying out threats against black leaders in positions of responsibility. Despite numerous

efforts to limit the power of the Klan, and following the relinquishment of black politid
gains dunng the radical reconstruction period, blacks were still intirnidate-and attacked.
The most darnaging form of white intimidation came in the forrn of lynching. Although the
Ku Klw Klan denied any involvement in violent &airs it is commonly assumed that they
were not-too-secret proponents of mob violence.' Even ifblacks were merely accused of
crimes, they rnight be murdered by white mobs. These mobs were rareiy persecuted, and
local o5cials often seemed to enwurage their actions. As the century progressed,
lynching became more cornmon and by the 1890s approximately 120 to 160 people were
murdered each year in this fashion. Along with the victims of these killings many more
blacks felt terror because of the practice.' Although lynching clearly violated defendant's
rights, little was done by any level of governent to prevent mob violence.
Along with the deterioration of their civil rightç, blacks also saw political
advancements they had gained with radical reconstmction disappear. Whites stripped
Afiican-Americansof the right to vote in moa southem aates, either through legislation
or violent intimidation by angry whites. Grandfather clauses provided one of the more
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common legal devices used to prevent blacks fiom voting. According to this type of mle,
voters Mght register to vote o d y had theû grandfathers voted in the area. The tactic,
known as "the grandfather clause,"effectively eliminated most blacks fiom voting because

their ancestors had not been permined political participation d u ~ slavery.
g
A variety of
other devices were also employed to keep blacks fiom voting, including rules about
literacy, property holding, and tax requirements. Southem whites also used more direct
techniques to exclude blacks fiom voting, as they placed voting stations out of the reach
of blacks or forced them to vote in separate boxes which were wnveniently lost when the
votes were counted.
Together with political disenfianchisement, there also ernerged a powerfùl reform
movement for the segregation of blacks which effixtively curtailed of their personal rights.
Throughout the second hdf of the nineteenth centwy a steady strearn of laws ensured
segregation in both the North and the South. In 187 1, for example, the Supreme Court of
Ohio mled that segregation in the school system was acceptable as long as educational
conditions were "quai". The key segregation decision came from the Supreme Court in
v

(1896) which allowed a railroad in Lcuisiana to continue segregating

passengers by race. Through these niiings whites established Afncan-Americans as
second-ciass citllens throughout the United States.' While the country moved into a
dynamic penod of change and progress, blacks languished because of these nilings.
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The harshness of the rural Southem expenence prompted many blacks to leave the
area in search of a better life. By the end of the century many Afncan-Americans had fled

to industrial centres in the North. Not surprisingly, this change in context did little to help
blacks. They found themselves crowding into the few neighbourhoods available to them in
cities like Atlanta, Boaon, Philadelphia, and New York. in the black wards of these
cities, overcrowding, sanitation, and health problems were c ~ m m o n .White
~
manufacturers inspired racial hostility by using blacks as cheap strike breakers, a n g e ~ g
their previous employees. A dramatic example of blacks acting as strikebreakers occurred
during the Chicago stockyard strikes in 1894 when blacks competed with recent European
immigrants for employment as strikebreakers at the stociqards. This conflict turned
violent as stnking workers clashed with United States troops and strikebreakers.
Hungarians, Romanians, and Russians fought with one another and with blacks, with the
latter ofien bearing the brunt of these violent confrontation^.^ Blacks were abused in both
the mral and urban settings because whites beIieved that they were inferior and the cause
of America's decline.
Before the Civil War, southem whites used various techniques to establish the
inferiority of the black race in order to justie the institution of slavery. mslatures and
couns exhibited a constant preoccupation with passing laws that limited the rights of
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blacks.' Southern whites clairned that various biblical passages asserted that whites were
naturally supenor to blacks and therefore had the right to own black slaves. Whites
claimed to follow a code of paternaiism which led them to care for their black slaves. The
real motivation for this care, when it occurred, was that slaves were valuable chattels.
Slave owners enjoyed a variety of economic, social, and sexual privileges at the expense of
their slaves.' Over the years, whites came to believe that blacks w e r e arnong other
t hings-- Iazy,childlike, barbarîc, weaù, and sema11y threatening. These contraclictory

beliefs changed daily, depending on which argument suited white needs. Following the
Civil War, people relied much less on biblical and mythical justifications for racial
inferiority. Instead, they looked to more modem sources to buttress their beliefs.
Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, social scientists seemed to
do little more than tmmpet black inferiority. Occasionaily they disagreed on method and
structure, but they rarely pictured blacks in anything but negative tenns. Theones on

Atncan-Arnerican inferiority were given more structure in 1859 when Charles Darwin
published his3he 0-

*

of Soecies
.' . Darwin's ideas were irnmediately opposed by people

.

who feh that his ideas conîradicted biblical ideas expressed about creation. People felt
that evolutionary ideas tamished the belief that man was supenor to the animal world.
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Devout Chnstians recoiled from the notion that sornehow man was related to apes9 As
time passed, this controversy eased as religious bodies found ways to reconcile religion
and science. Darwin's key idea was that of natural selection, which proposed that

successfùl species would adapt to their environment over time, acquiring or jettisoning
characteristics as they needed them. Aithough Darwin said little about applying
evolutionary theory to racial development, social cornmentators soon applied these ideas
to the Amencan racial situation, deeming blacks inférior. The evoiution of species e n d 4
with whites as the most highly evolved, and blacks occupying a far lower mng on the
evolutionary ladder.
Although his name was included in the tenn "Social Darwinism," Charles Darwin
was less responsible for the application of evolutionist ideas than Herbert Spencer, the first
to apply evolutionary theories to humans. Spencer believed that competition between
biological organisrns applied to social arrangements. Spencer argued society was in fact a
battleground of competition between organisrns for survival. He developed the term,

" s u ~ v a of
l the fittest," and asserted that over time the weaker elements in society would
eventually be destroyd by more adaptive beings, hence helping to advance humanity.
Spencer argued that primitive peoples were not as biologically evolved as whites
and that nothing could be done to advance these races, as they were destined to be
dominated. He argued against government interference througb education or welfare,

For effective discussions on the religious reaction to Damuin's ideas please see Richard
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claiming that natural laws ensured the elimination of the inferior

Many Americans

were irnrnediately attracted to Spencer's ideas as they sought potential answers to the

questions they asked about race. Sociology featured a number of practitioners who
sought to apply Spencer's ideas on evolution to the Arnerican racial situation. The most
farnous proponent of Social Darwinism in American sociology was William Graham
Sumner of Yale University. Sumner, fiom his position at one of the ration's leading
schools, influenceci dozens of students. Sumner defended the concentration of wealth into
the hands of a few claiming that these men represented a higher level of evolution, and as
a result they had the greatest ability to innuence society. He also felt that certain natural
laws govemed society and that these guidelines were bea left unregulated. F.W.

Btackmar of the University of Kansas and Charles Eiiwood at the University of Missouri,
were other prominent sociologists who applied Spencer's ideas to the Arnerican racial
situation." John Bates Clark enthusiatically applied the ideas to econornics. He felt that
cornpetition forced businesses to become more efficient. Large-scale production would
benefit everyone, as even the lowliest workers would eventually get jobs. In addition,
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academics like Nathaniel Shaler and Joseph Leconte, professors of natural sciences at
Harvard University and the University of California, respectively, worked to spread their
own notions of evol~tion.'~
Clearly, Spencer's ideas became an important component of
American academics following the Civil War.

According to hi storian Richard Hofstadter, Amencan society appiied Darwinian
ideas to juste the inequities of Amencan capitalism. Notions of evolution helped explain
the incredible gaps between rich and poor. The country's economic system featured
rugged individuaiism and fiowned upon governent regulation. Unfortunately for blacks,
the laissez-faire economic system favoured the wealthy. Using DaBivinian ideas, adherents
rneasured morality and intelligence by one's material weaith and tbis yardstick clearly
excluded al1 poor blacks. Hofstadter argues that social reformers used Social Darwinism
to explain their oftm radical plans for reforming minority cornrn~nities.~~
Eugenicists did
not believe that the development of humanity would foiiow the course set out by a series

of unseen natural laws. Instead, they believed that through proper intervention, human
evolution could be influenced or altered. Embracing racial notions prevalent in science,
eugenicists proposed radical biologicsl solutions to society's problems that were oAen
sinister in nature. Some eugenicists promoted segregation, selective breeding, and even
castration.
Please see. Nathaniel S. SMer, "The Future of the Negro in the South,"
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Moa white Americans beiieved that if they worked hard and lived moral lives, they
too could achieve the American dream. As Du Bois noted, however, most people
beiieved that, lagging in the evolutionary process, blacks were destined to economic
failure. Sema1 immorality, gambling, alcohol, iaziness, and stupidity al1 indicated black
inferiority. Historian Thomas F. Gossett, divides proponents of Social Dsnrinism in
Amenca into two camps. The fïrst, "Social Darwinist individualists," embraced laissez-

faire economics and argued against any regdation of economics. Govenunent
interference would hinder the natural laws of society which led to progress. The second
were eugenicists who felt society was divided into groups bas4 on genetic strength or
weakness. Through a variety of techniques, they sought to weed out persons deemed
weaker in order to protect and strengthen the rest of society."

According to historian Eric F. Goldman, a third categov of thinkers promoted
'Reform Darwinism." Reform Dan;ÿinists attacked the status quo, as they clamoured for
changes in the institutions that governed the nation. Reform Darwinists emphasized the
importance of environment, and they embraced the notion of adaptive change a major
component of evolutionary theory. Following the economic depression of 1873 such
writers as Henry George, David Graham Phillips, and Stephen Crane pubiished works that
promoted the importance of change in order to keep up with a constantly changing
environment. For reformers, change did not take generations to occur, as conservatives
claimed. Instead, refom wouîd occur rapidly if measures were taken to shape
environmental variables. People begam to apply the concept of environmental evolution to

"
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many areas of Arnerican life. Lester Frank Ward, the chair of Sociology at Brown
University, argued for governent regulation of monopolies, as he felt their existence was
harmful to society in cenain situations. He also believed that education was an imponant
tool that could solve the inequalities he saw in society. Richard T. Ely, for example,
professor of economics at the University of Wisconsin,joined social critic Thorstein
Veblen in arguing for the reform of econornics dong evolutionary ünes. Sociologist
Edward A. Ross, Richard Dugdale, an instnictor in the New York Prison Association,
Judge Ben Lindsey of Denver, and the farnous criminal defence lawyer, Clarence Darrow,

dso tried to change society's perceptions about moraiity and crime, claiming that poverty
rather than heredity caused immoral behaviour. in the field of anthropology, Franz Boas
developed an argument that a person's physical characteristics would change over their
lifetime dependhg on the environmental factors they faced." Although reform Darwinins
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were not nurnerous, they set off ambitiously to change their world.I6

The unrestrained capitaiism that dominated Arnerica favoured a few men who

managed to accumulate fabulous amounts of wealth. To f o r t e their positions against
those who criticized their greed, they ofien used evolutionary ideas to enhance their
reputation as the nation's elite. One of the more prominent industrialists, Andrew
Carnegie described his "discovery" of these theories declaring:
Light came in as a flood and aU was clear. Not only had 1 got nd of
theology and the supematural but 1found the tnith of evolution, al1 is well
since ail grows better, became my motto, my true source of cornfort. Man
was not created with an instinct for his own degradation, but fiom the lower
he had risen to the highest forms. Nor is there any conceivable end to his
march to perfection. His face is tumed to the light; he stands in the sun and
looks upward. "
Carnegie placed the theories of men üke Darwin and Spencer in the Amencan context. He
blended his belief in evolution, rugged individualism, and survival of the finest to explain
his admiration for laissez-faire capitalism. He clearly articulated his economic attitudes in
an article titled, ''wealt h." Aîthough Camegie adrnitîed that the transition to unrestrained

industnalism was difficult on the individual he saw it as the most efficient way for society
to progress. He argued that to regulate economic changes would harnper the survival of
the fiîtest climate which he optimistically believed advanced white society." The leading
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industrialists, iike Carnegie, found their beliefs supponed and developed by individuals in
other sectors of society including the clergy and academics.
The "Gospel of Wealth" as it becarne known, proved popular among more than
nch irwltwtdists, as most members of Society supporteci these ideas. For example, the
Reverend William Lawrence, Episcopal Bishop of Massachusetts, argued that the
accumulation of wealth signified moral purity. He claimed that while most Christians
distrusteci great wealth, their anxieties were misplaced because, 'Tt is only to a man of
morality that wealth cornes." The Reverend Lawrence helped to establish the belief in
society that wealth proved moral strength.l9 Unfortunately for blacks their belief in the
morality of wealth helped banish impoverished blacks to infêriority for decades.
A related group of Social Darwinists were the eugenicists, men devoted to "the

science of irnproving the qualities of a hreed or species, especiaily the human race, by the
carefül selection of pa~ents."~
American eugenicias did not disagree with the basic
concept of evolution; instead, they took issue with pan of it. They did not believe that
evolution was a slow biological process that they could not influence. Like other Social
Darwlliists, eugenicias believed that the poor in Arnerica were poor because of their
genes. Society might be improved if proper controis were piaced on reproduction in

society. An influentid early eugenicist was the Englishrnan Francis Gaiton., one of
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Darwin's cousins. Galton believed that in order to improve society the upper classes had
to be encouraged to have more children and the lower levels of society fewer children.
Eugenicias io the United States worked to enact reforms which they felt would advance
society. They developed a fascination with the link between biology and current success
or failure. They seemed mon concemed with maintainkg or improving racial stock. G.
Stanley Hall,for example, a prominent eugenicist, criticized efforts at social uplift, claimed
that helping the unfit would hinder the process of naniral selection. instead, he felt that
segregation and sterilization were more useful reform tools."
Conservative Darwinist attitudes were tiirther validated by the popularity of
anthropometry which developed d e r 1840. Some early examples of scientSc racism
featured whites trying to masure and compare the physical characteristics of the races.
Practitioners such as Peter A. Browne, Jacques Quetelet, and Anders Retzius cited
differences they noted between the races as proof that blacks were infierior to whites.
Browne, was one of the first Arnericans to conduct such a study. In his work, that was
released in 1852, he assened that hair detennined the level of mental health and found that

blacks were more likely than whites to suffer fiom insanity. This theory was initially well
received, but the classification of hair types soon became less important as scientists

turned to other, more cornplex physical measurements. Nevertheless, Browne's work
inspired a wave of studies focusing on physical measurement which helped to transfer
white justification of racial superiority 6om religion and myth to science. Soon, nascent
science progressed to the rneasurement of facial angles, head size, and phrenology, the
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study of bumps on the skuil. Although most of these types of studies were eventually
discredited they helped to promote the belief that Afiican-Americans were physically and
intellechially mfenor to whites?
The Civil War gave bogus physical anthropology a boost. The United States Army

organized troops into units and concentrated them in specific areas, which made
comparative studies easier for scientists to conduct. Two major studies emerged during
this period, f i s t fiom the U.S. Sanitary Commission, and second fiom the Provost
Marshd's Bureau. The sanitation study included measurement of physical characteristics

of thousands of enlisted men, both white and black. The researchers who worked on this
study sought certain hygenic and physiological truths to improve the welfare of American
soldiers, making them more effective in combat. Researchers felt that this study rnight
illuminate the development of man and the differences between the races." Unfortunately,
thk report banished blacks to inferiority for decades because of the bias of the researchers

and the relative poverty they tived in. The man in charge of the project, Benjamin A.
Gould, with assistance f?om Louis Agassiz, Iefbeys Wyrnan, William H.Holmes, and J. H.
Douglas, helped ensure negro inferiority for years to comeez4Sandford Hunt submitted
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on Amencan racial attitudes was significant. Aggast
became a prominent professor at Harvard University and helped ta found the rnuseum of
comparitive zooiogy. He taught Nathaniel Shder and Joseph Leconte, both of whom
were h o w n for their belief in the inferiority of the Negro. Both men became prominent

one of the more important sections of this study as he detailed physical measurements
made on Negro soldiers. Races, he argued, could be ranked in order of superiority by
measuring heads and weighing brains, post-monem, to locate the relationship between the

brain's cubic volume and intelligence. He claimed that a higher volume suggested a larger,
more intelligent, brain. This study pushed brain examinations and cornparisons to the
forefiont of racist thought, as several postwar studies placed a great deal of emphasis on
brain weight and sM1 size. The Provost Marshal's Generals Bureau released its study
shortly afler the sanitary report, making similar arguments. Released by J. H. Baxter, this
study argued that blacks were significantly inferior to whites in physique and intelligence,
but still made good soldiers because of the construction of their feet which enabled them
to march over great

distance^.^'

In the decades following the Civil War many Southern physicians continued to
emphasize the importance of physical masurement. Assurning fiom evidence fiom war
studies that blacks were weaker than whites, these doctors argued that in fkeedom blacks
were dying at even greater rates. They felt that without the protection offered under
slavery, Afncan-Arnericans would eventually face extinction. National census figures for
the decade between 1880 and 1890 revealed that the black population had ody increased

educators in their own right as Leconte taught natural history at Columbia University, the
University of Georgia and the University of California. Shaler remained at Hantard as a
Professor of Geology and later became the dean of the Lawrence Scientific School. For
information on this connection see Smedley, Race~ ~ ~ 2 4 2 , 2 7Halia,
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by roughly a third of that of whites. The 'henclusion they drnv fiom this type of evidence
was that blacks could not suMve in freedom because they were a weaker race. As a result

of these statistics, many physicians argued that society had to protect whites fiom any
transport~tionof illness fiom blacks. This view was echoed by Frederick Hofian, a
statistician with the Prudentid insurance Company of America and and active member of
the Arnerican Statistical Association and the Amencan Academy of Medicine. He
published numerous works on black inferiority in medical and statistical journals. An avid
~ s was heaviîy based on the
proponent of Social Darwinism, H o f E b ~ work
anthropometrical studies produced during the war. Hofnnan felt that according to the
census blacks were dying out, leavhg humanity stronger. He consistently argued in his
publications against programs designeci to help upM the black race."
Lat e-ninet eenth-century physical measurement took the argument for black
inferiority even ninher. Such Physicians as Dr. Thomas P. Atkinson of Viginia, Dr. W.J.

Bert, a representative of the Texas state medical commission, Dr. J.F. Millar of North
Carolina, the Dean of Medicine at the University of Richmond, Dr. J. Allison Hodges, Dr.

E.T. Easley of Texas, Dr. Eugene R. Corson of Georgiq Dr. R.M.Cunningham, noted
penitentiary physician in Alabama, and Dr. D. Kerfoot Shute of Washington, D.C., argued
that blacks were physically iderior to whites. They argued that hightened death rate, a
greater need for corrective surgery, and an increase in mental illness since emantipation

al1 proved Afiican-Amencan inferionty. Unfortunately, thex physicians were content that
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racial dflerences accounted for these problems and did not search for alternative causes.

It was cornrnon for physicians to promote the belief that blacks were undergoing
retrogression to a more barbaric stage following their fieedom h m slavery. For AfncanAmericans to survive, physicians argued, they needed social controls not unlike those that
existed during the slave period.''
As the century progresseci, rnany physicians became ocaipied with studying the

senial nature of blacks. Most of these studies argueci that blacks exhibited less discipline
and were more animal-like in their sexual attitudes because they were less evolved than
whites. Proof of this belief, Dr. William Lee H o w e a prominent Baltimore physician,

and Dr. Eugene S. Talbot claimed, appeared in black promiscuity, an obsession with sex at

a younger age, and a naturai urge to rape white women. Dr. R. M. Cunningham, and Dr.
William T. English of Pittsburgh promoted the beiief that black males had enlarged

genitaiia, Uustrating the^ preoccupation with sex. Dr. Frank Lystrom of Chicago Cokge
wrote that black men were raping white women as a response to the strain of fieedom.

This violence prompted peop!e to clarnour for some form of segregation to protect white
women. These snidies painted the black man as a sexud predator and convinceci white
Arneriuvis to fear blacks and legislation iirniting the nghts of blacks became c ~ r n m o n . ~

These beliefs also led to a resurgence in the white patrols that had policed the South
before the Civil War. Eventually, these patrols transformeâ into the Ku Klux Klan, under
Nathan Bedford Forrest, who had served as a ConMerate general during the war. As the
Ibid., pp.45-50.
" Ibid.,

pp.5 1-57.
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organization grew, the respectability of the early membership deteriorated and the Klan
became much more violent. The Klan provided a banner under which angry whites tried
to maintain control over their society."
The emphasis that Southem white society placed on black seniality distracteci
people fiom confionting the exploitative sexuai iiberties that white men took with black
women. The sIave owner's motives in pursuing these relationships has been the subject of
much speculation. Histonan Liliian Smith argues that white men feared that because they
were left alone for long penods of time their i v e s would seek black lovers. White men

also felt inadequate because of the rumoured superiority of the black man's genitalia.
Smith claims that Southem white men pursued black women because they fett guilty that
society woutd not d o w them to properly honour the black mother figure that many of
them had grown up with.
Another historian, Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore, argued that interracial sexual
relations were seen as a violation of evoultionary niles, proving the weakness rather than
strength of white men. This social pressure did not keep whites fkom pursuing black
women; rather, it prompteci society to view black women as Jezebels, seeking to compt
white men." In their relationships, white men dernonstrateci personal power by exploiting
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their black slaves, hypocnticdy ignoring the d e s of &age."

To protect white

women, southemers combined legislation with the threat of mob violence to prevent
Mscegenation.'* Sex equalled power, and whites zealously defended their superiority iri
this area. Whites claimed that lynching was a method for protecting white women from
the uncontrollable sexual urges of black men. In actud fact, lynching was a brutal tool
they used to maintain their control over all aspects of life in the South.
In his classic n e

of*

So&

W.J. Cash argues that in the South racial

pride centered on white women whom men viewed as the key to the survival of the race.
Southern white men honoured white wornanhood to such an extent that they could not
enjoy sex with white women. In order to attend to their desires, Cash clairns, whites
played out their fantasies with black slave women who had no choice but to compiy. The

nature of these relationships changed after the South's defeat in the Civil War, as many
white Southemers felt stripped of personal power. They feared that Reconstruction
would encourage blacks to seek relations with white women. These insecurities, Cash

argues, prornpted whites again to try and regain their personal power through secret
sexual couplings with black ~ o r n e n . ~ ~
The studies that physicians conducted following the war did more than merely
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demonstrate black infèriority: they transformed blacks into a threat againa society.
Consequently, white Americans who thought about the subject of improving black
intelligence rejected intemarriage because they feared the consequences for their race.
They believed that a person of pure blood would be physically stronger and healthier t han
racially rnixed offspring, so they passed numerous anti-miscegenation laws. As the
century progressed, a movement grew, advocating rneasures against race amalgamation.

Racists passed legislation in several Southem states forbidding interracial marriages.
Cosequently, few whites rnanied blacks because of the tremendous social pressure against
mi~cegenation.~
One characteristic of "Gildeci AgeWAmwicansociety was the willingness of
Arnencans to translate their scientific theories into social policy . Pseudo-scientific
theories had strengthened the view held by many Arnericans that blacks were at once
inferior and threatening. After 1900 many states passed legislation that severely curtailed
the civil rights of blacks. Most of these laws, such as the grandfather clauses, stripped

AGican- Americans of their voting rights, leaWig the people without a political voice."
While blacks found these discriminatory policies darnaging, another result of white
prejudice was worse--mob violence used to terrorize the black cornmunity. Often before
legal officiais could conduct a trial, angry mobs hung or bumed suspected felons. Officiais
rarely mobilized the power of the law against lynchen, who invariably claimed to be
defending their cornmunity's values, traditions, and women fiom a heinous black menace.
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Some Afncan-Amencans, recognizing that whites saw them as iderior, accepted
this verdict in an effort to help their race. Booker T. Washington, who infiuenced many

whites and blacks, provides one example of this accornrnodationist approach. Washington
was an early leader in the movement for education in the black community, and he
believed that because Atncan-Americans occupied an inferior position, seeking to emulate
whites was foolish and dangerous. The founder of the famed Tuskegee Institute, he

dissuaded blacks fiom airning at such lofty goals as voting and achieving post-secondary
education. Washington proposed a program where blacks woufd learn basic skills and
trades that were most applicable in vocational and agricultural fields. He dreaded the
impact of white violence, so he sought to help blacks advance in ways that would invoke

as iittle notice as possible. As he worked to help his race in the best way that he knew,
Washington put aside any notion of equality. He rose to a position of prominence s e h g
as the btack community's most vocal spokesman, largely since his Mews were inoffensive
to whites and encouraging to blacks. Many poiiticians and powerful men consulteci

Washington, and rarely was an appointment made in the fican-American society without
his consent .%

Afncan-Arnericans were consigned by most social cornmentators to an infenor
status and their studies hun W.E.B.
Du Bois. While they argued that blacks were
physically weaker and more likely to suffer fiom illness, he grew to maturity as a healthy
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black man. Du Bois proved many racists wrong by completing his degree at Harvard.
Indeed, he did more than just complete his studies; he managed to excel and outdo many
of his white counterpms. Yet racial mores prevented relationships with white women
because of the taboo that these values reinforced. White studying in Germany, he feu in

love and considered marrying a Dutch girl nmed Dora Marbach. Unfortunately, the girl's
mother ended the relationship when visiting white Americans exhibited shock at a white
girl and black man havhg a public relati~nship.~'Du Bois faced constant reminders that
he was an exception to the myths reinforced by pseudo-scient& study. In a sense, his
pursuit of the tmth in his sociological works aimed not merely to help his people, but also
to justifi his own worth.
Like most çtudents in the l a t e - n i n e t d century, W.E.B.
Du Bois believed in

human evolution. He felt that slavery had restricted blacks to an artificial environment

where they were kept fiorn developing their talent. Emancipation catapulted blacks into a
rapidly changing world, and despite many dficulties many progressed and improved their
situation. Du Bois believed that Arnerican academics had a tremendous opportunity to
chart the rapid development of a race without venturing across the globe to do so. Of his
work he stated: "No such opportunity to watch and measure the history and development
of a great race of men ever presented itself to the scholars of a modem nation.'"'

The

and the Atlanta University Conferences represented his efforts to
measure empirically the changes in the evolving Afncan-Amencan community. He hoped
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this data would prompt refonmrs to focus their effons on initiatives that challenged
segregation and disenfianchisement, Like his fellow Refom DarwiNsts, he concluded that
heredity did little to cause the poverty and despair many blacks faced. Blacks ofien faced
insuficient access to adequate nutrition, health care, housing, and sanitation. Few blacks
found jobs that paid weU and most lacked the capital necessary to start businessess.
M o a acadernics scientists, and physicians of the era beüeved that blacks were

infenor to whites. Afier 1865, white social scientists tumed to science for answers about
structuring their world. They subjectively used "science7' to support their belief syaem
which had aîready judged blacks infenor and potentially dangerous. Supported by these
academic justifications, whites felt little remorse at passing laws restricthg blacks. Many
blacks fled the mral south in search of irnprovement, but most found that iife was no easier
in the cities. Du Bois, a black who managed to prove his intelligence, could no longer

stand whites labehng him infenor, so h e set himself the task of convincing Arnericans
about the potential of the black race. Armed with a degree fiom Harvard and some

German training in sociology, he sought to undercut an entire body of established 'Yact".
He wanted to use his Philadetphia study to act as the conscience of the reform movernent
by educating refonners about the tme nature of the black community. Ironically, like his
opponents, he subjectively tumed to science to prove his beiiefs. Unwilling to accept the
conclusions they drew fiom statistics on black mortafity, morality, and heaith, he
conducted more thorough, modern examinations of these issues, uncovering information
that he hoped would help push refonners to work in a more positive, progressive way. Du
Bois did not want to participate in practical reform programs, instead, he wanted to act as
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the brains of the progressive movement, exposing flaws in established academic and
professional thought. The challenge proved daunting.

After teaching just one year at Wilberforce college, a small black wllege in Ohio,
Du Bois accepted a one-year position which the University of Pennsylvania offered him.

He soon realized that he was not expected to participate in university He to the same
extent as at Wilberforce. The president of Wiberforce had asked Du Bois to teach and
help with the administration of the school. At the University of Pemsylvania, a white
school, the t w t e s kept Du Bois from teaching. He had üîîle contact with students or
's
did not even assign hirn an office or a
facule members, and the ~ ~ h o o ladministration
listing in the school catalogue. Despite these adverse working conditions and limited
responsibilities, he accepted the offer, as f i d y it gave him the chance to engage with
sociology. Although Du Bois was initially gratefbl for the opportunity to practice
sociology, he soon becarne angxy over the university's attitude toward him.'
In 1895, Susan P. Wharton a rich, refom-minded white women, suggested to
Charles Harrison, provost of the university, the idea of a study of black ghettos in
Philadelphia. When they mentioned the project to Samuel McCune Lindsay of the
sociology department, he recornrnended that they hire Du Bois for the project. Ali three
had definite opinions on the role of blacks within society and thoroughly anticipated that

Du Bois would unearth evidence supporting their beliefs. Wharton, Harrison, and Lindsay

believed that Philadelphia's problems could ôe traced to the city's poorest class, the blacks

living in the seventh ward. Greatly infiuenced by eugenic thought, these upper-middle
class refomers viewed the Afican-Amencan community as a menace threatening the
productive whites of the city. They felt black poverty had to be contained and isolated
fiom the rest of the city. Blacks, they believed, lived lives of povem because their
hereâity destined them to it. Lindsay felt that the presence of a first-rate black scholar
would make their conclusions seem more objective.'
Du Bois claimed that he had little awareness of his employers' biases when he was

hired. Indeed, he had hoped to educate reform-rninded Philadelphians, including his
benefactors, by producing a study that would teach them about the tme character of the
city's black wmmunity. He was optirnistic that refom-minded whites would be more

wiIling, and better able to improve that comrnunity, if they could just see the obstacles
facing blacks in the city.'
Although Du Bois claimed not to have realized the motives of his benefactors at

hesuggests otherwise. While most people
the university, his work in T
blarned heredity for the plight of the black comunity, Du Bois argued that social factors
Wte prejudice helped to shape the ~ituation.~
Despite the attitudes espoused by many of
his contemporaries, Du Bois managed to compile a study that was unrivaleci in quality for
decades to corne. The biggest problem facing Philadelphians, he found, was popular
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ignorance about the problems facing the black cornmunities. D u Bois believed that the
first step in solving the city's problem was to educate upper-class Philadelphians about the

tme nature of the poor black comrnunity living in their rnidst. n e PC-a

N-was

his attempt to educate them.

Philadelphia, the location of Du Bois's study, had changed foiîowing its famous
revolutionary days. In early America, Philadelphia served as a leader in ail aspects of
Amencan iife, including religion, politics, commerce, and culture. By the end of
Reconstruction, the city was surpassed by other Amencan cities in several sectors.
Following the Civil Wu,the city's character becarne associate. most closely with industry
and technology. The catalysts in the city 's transformation were two of the nation's leading

railroads, the giant Pemsylvania Railroad and the srnaller Reading Railroad. The railroads
stirnulated growth in the iron, steel, oil, sugar and coal businesses, wntributing to
Philadelphia's prosperity and industrial reputation. Other industries, like the
manufacturing of textiles, cigars, carpets, and a variety of household goods flounshed in
the city because they had easy access to the railroads, and a well developed seaport.'
Like other large Arnerican cities, Philadelphia saw a great influx of European
immigrants by the end of the century. Prior to 1880, the majority of immigrants tended to
corne 6om England, Ireland or Germany, with the Irish comprising a third of the citiy's
foreign born population by 1900. Following 1880, however, immigrants from less
traditional sites such as Italy, Russia, and other Eastern European countries, amved in the
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city. European immigrants were forced to compete for facilities, resources and
employment with a growing number of black arrivals to the city. Blacks were the largest
minority group in the city and their numbers grew from approxirnately 25,000 in 1876 to

40,000 in 1896.6 Obviously, blacks found this situation dificult as they had to smggle to

find adequate housing, and were ofien the last people employed. Within two decades
Philadelphia changed from a mainiy white, Protestant center to one with a more
multicultural flavour, as people were attracted to the city as the manutacturing sector
grew.

Not surprisingly, this massive immigration caused many social problems. Recent
amvals to the city ofien lived in squalor as they fought for jobs, housing, heaithcare, and
respect. Unfominately the city's compt municipal govemment often rejected plans for
reform, choosing to blame the situation on the poorea citizens of the city.' Competing
with European immigrants were blacks who fled Nonh in search of employment while
escaping lynch mobs and exploitative sharecropping arrangements. Between 1860 and
1899 approximately seventeen thousand blacks came to Philadelphia in search of work,
but mon found themxlves excluded from industrial jobs. Most blacks found work as
laborers, or iflucky, as house servants, so they required housing in the city's core. Du
Ibid., pp.488492.
7

One example of the compt city govemment hindering reform is provided by efforts to
improve the area7sdrinking water. Joseph Whanon offered to supply the city with fiesh
water fiom land he owned in New Jersey. He saw his plan defeated by compt
councilmen who chose to spend 12 million dollars on a more elaborate synm of water
deiivery b d t by the brother of one of the councilmen. Built under political pressure due to
cholera and typhus epidemics, the system proved a costly fdure. For details see ibid.,
p.496.

Bois argueci that cheap housing was located close to factories that lay on the outskirts of
town, Far away nom sites where blacks commonly found ernployment.'
Along with the difficulties caused by the massive influx of immigration, Du Bois
also ernphasized the negative impact of race riots in Philadelphia. In response to the rise
of the abolitionist movement, racial tensions sparked riots in 1829, 1833, and most notably

in 1842. The nots injwed many people and destroyed thousands of dollars worth of
property. Du Bois felt that the hatred revealed in these riots poisoned race relations in
Philadelphia. He argued that successfLl blacks were unable to integrate themselves into
society because of the residual hoaility fiom these violent co&ontati~ns.~
In a mere meen months Du Bois collected, compiled, analyzed, and described this
data while living in Philadelphia's seventh ward. He assessed detailed information about
how alrnost nine thousand individuals lived their daily Lives." In his introduction to

N-,

he carefirlly listed the ways in which his shidy might be flawed. He
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noted that there could be mistalces in the general data collection or errors because of the
statistical methods he used. Du Bois also discussed the factor most likeiy to darnage the
study's objectivity, his own personal bias. He stated that "convictions on ail great rnatters
of human interest one must have to a greater or less degree, and they will enter to some
extent into the most cold-blooded scientinc research as a disturbing factor.""
Obviously, Du Bois wasted little tirne in identifjing the hostile environment blacks
l

faced. The ernancipation of slaves in Philadelphia began with an act passed in 1780 for the
gradual abolition of slavery. Slavery in the region was limited by this act and provided for
the gradual release of slaves beginning in 1808. Not surprisingly, the new 6eedom many
ex-slaves faced was just as confiising and stressfût as it was encouraging. Many ex-slaves
had to make life choices for which slavery had not prepared them. Du Bois argued, that
this lack of experience combined with factors such as white prejudice and a negative social
environment to slow the irnprovement of the Aâican Arnencan comrn~nity.~~
In T
he,
Du Bois isncovered detailed demographic information
about the cornmunity. In discussing the conjugal status of blacks he stressed that black
single women suffered the greatest economic difficulties of all. He biamed this situation
on the cornmunity's moral weakness and a general lack of respect for the institution of
marriage. He aiticized blacks for having casual sexual relationships which could lead to
children being bom out of wedlock. Although not a proponent of organized religion, Du
Bois had high moral standards. He believed that marriage was a serious institution and he
Ibid., p.3.
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cnticized many blacks for forming unions before they were emofionally and financidly
stable. Although his arguments on marriage placed responsibility for the situation on the
shoulders of blacks, he also suggested that social institutions, like rnarriage, rnight help
remedy their ills.I3 ~t this stage in his text hi Bois seemed unwilling to assign much
blarne to any other group than blacks for their social degradation. He still voiced his
criticisrn in a subtle and indirect way, but he believed that by changing the social
environment the race would be uplifted. Du Bois's optimism about the malleabiIity of
society contradicted those social commentators who believed that blacks could not
improve. By the end of the book, however, he made his arguments bolder and more
controversial.
Du Bois wanted to counter the argument that the heightened death rate AfiicanAmericans faced proved they were a weaker race. Du Bois acknowledged that higher
death rates for blacks were definitely a cause for concem, but that facile interpretations of
these statistics also damaged the community. Obviously, he claimed, their
disproportionate death rate proved that blacks were not the hearty race of barbarians that
many racists claimed. Instead, Du Bois counseled the need to monitor carefiilly mortaiity

figures which were not always complete and reliable. " Some people, especially Southem
physicians, felt that the race had prospered when cared for by slave owners. Without this
protection blacks were doomed. Prominent physicians who argued this point of view
included, Dr. J. Allison Hodges, Dean of the College of Medicine in Richmond Virginia;
l3 lbid.,
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Dr. E.T.Easley, a respe~tedphysician in Dallas, Texas; Dr. J.F.Miller, the superintendent
of Eastern Hospital in Goldsboro, Nonh Carolina; and Dr. Eugene R. Corson of

Savannah, Georgi%who pubiished his views in the New York Medical Times.'' Du Bois
disputed this claim by identifjmg other causes of mortaiity more closely related to the
social environment.
Du Bois conciuded of t he difference between white and black death rates that
blacks, "have in the past lived under vastiy dflerent conditions and they stil Live under
different conditions: to assume that, in dimissing the inhabitants of Philadelphia, one is
discussing people living under the sarne condition of life, is to assume what is not tnie."16
He pubf shed a list of diseases that cornrnonly affécted the community. These included
choiera, consumption, heart disease, pneumonia, and typhoid fever. He noted that such
factors as inadequate housing, poor sanitation, substandard nutrition, and bad water and

air made more probable the occurrence of such diseases. In explaining the onset of
consumption, for example, he suggested that genetic predisposition combined with such
social factors as poor ventilation, damp and mld c h a t e , and a lack of medicai services.
Proving to be years ahead of his tirne, he suggested that a hi&

fat diet and poor nutritional

practices were both key causes of disease. Clearly, Du Bois assigned heredity a less
prominent role in causing iliness and death. He also found that wealthier blacks had health
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rates and mortality levels that seemed to minor that of their white counterparis.17
Du Bois nonetheless accorded some blame to blacks for their poor health level and

high mortality rate, as he noted that they were much less likely than whites to seek

professional assistance for medical difficulties. Unforhinately, he argued, blacks ofien
needed medical advice but were unable to pay for consultations or treatments. Many
blacks were apprehensive about visiting clinics or hospitals staffid with white officials. Du
Bois believed that, because of the poor treatment they received, blacks had developed an

almost "superstitious fear" of white hospitals and doctors. Considering that numerous
physicians were proponents of Negro inferiority, one may assume that blacks were treated
with indinerence or even cruelty by many health care professionals."

Du Bois foiiowed his arguments on health care by assessing two other afflictions
facing the black cornrnunity- alcohoiism and crime. Althou@ research indicated that
blacks engaged in more criminal activity and drinking than whites, he assigned only partial
responsibility for these vices to blacks. Rather, severai other factors pushed blacks to
drinking and misbehavior. The t h e main factors which he felt promoted black social
disorder included the strain of emancipation from slavery, the intense cornpetition fiom
immigrant workers, anci the despicable social environment in which most blacks were
forced to live. He felt that the transition from slavery to fieedom had been incredibly
dificult and stressfiil, as blacks were forced to fend for themselves in a world they were il1
equipped to handle. In his examination of Mcan-Amencan crime he came to several
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important conclusions. First, fluctuations in black crime rates seemed to rnirror those of
white crime rates. The overall crime rate was always slightly higher in the black
community than in the white comrnunity, he concluded, because blacks were the poorest
class of citizens. Du Bois also found that the rates of the most violent crimes, such as rape
or murder, had remained constant or actually dropped during the ten years after 1885. On
the other hand he noticed that the rate of thefts and burglaries had increased steadily. He
believed that the frequency of these offences had increased over the last decade because of
the economic hardships blacks faced.19

In exarnining the problem of alcohol in the black community, Du Bois discovered
fewer hard statistics. He kept track of the nuniber of whites and blacks who patronized
certain taverns on particular evenings. He noticed that more blacks than whites
fiequented these tavems, but that was not surprising as these watering holes were located
close to black neighborhoods. Upon o b s e ~ n the
g bar patrons, he attempted to judge
how rnany people were clearly intoxicated. Despite his lirnited information, much of it
intuitive, Du Bois concluded that the rate of alcohol consumption had risen for whites and
blacks alike. While drunkenness had moral consequences for blacks, Du Bois evinced
more concem for the economic drain the habit forced on families. Clearly, he felt poor
blacks should spend their money on far more usefil things than drinkm
According to Du Bois, middle dass uhan blacks did not do enough to help their
poor black brothers and sisters. He felt that they could become more involved with
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institutions already conducting effons for refonn within the cornm~nity.~'
Successful
blacks he argueci, should act as leaders of the comrnunity helping others to improve their
lot in society. He devoted three chapters to self-help efforts, including education, suffrage,

and organized life within the black cornrnunity.
The iiiiteracy rate among blacks also concerned Du Bois. He was rnildly
heartened by the fact that only eighteen percent of Philadef phia blacks were illiterate. This
rate was relatively low because many people within the cornrnunity t w k pnde in leaniing
to read and write. The news, however, was not al1 positive, as he believed that it was
possible that many subjects lied about their level of literacy, suggesting weaknesses in the
study method? Rather than using a ngid intemew style to daermine literacy, Du Bois
might have asked his subjects to read a test passage or two. The overail Ievel of education

in the community was low, Du Bois felt, because many blacks who read did so at a basic
level. Statistics proved that most literate blacks had been educated oniy at grammar school
level and did not receive any secondary school education, let alone make it to college or
university. Du Bois noted that "most of them can read and write fairly well, but few have
training beyond this. The leading classes among them are mostly grammar school
graduates, and a college bred person is very exceptiona~."~
To an educated man as
himself, this was a community failure.
Du Bois believed that too many blacks abandoned education at too early an age,
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not beuuise of an inherent inability to leam, but to find employment to support themselves
and family members. School made little sense to people who were excluded fiom nost
jobs. Why put in the effort to learn when blacks were unlikeiy to find work beyond menial

labor? In Du Bois's eyes the solution to the community's educational problems was
twofold. First, black families had to uy to keep their sons and daughters in %ho01 for as
long as possible. Second, society had to take measures to address the sociai difficuities
blacks faced, so that graduates would have jobs.24
Biased by his own experience, Du Bois argued that higher education was necessary
for the improvement of the race. His research suggested weaknesses in the industrial

education curriculum favored by most blacks.= Du Bois felt it unfortunate that the more
popular vocational education platform produced artisans, masons, and bfacksmiths with
. ~order
~
to
skills that were increasingly helevant in the modem manufactwing ~ e c t o r In
educate the black population, university-educated blacks were needed to provide the race
with political, educational, and health leadership.
Along with schools, Du Bois paid particular attention to Afncan-Amencan
churches. Churches were more than jua places of wonhip, for they served as comrnunity
social centers. Many black self-help effons began in the churches, which were catalysts
for moral uplifi, dimibutors of aid, and meeting places for social poups and secret
societies. The organizational quality and popularity of these houses of worship varieci from
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denornination to denornination, with blacks being most likely to attend Methodist and
Baptist services, while a srnaller number of blacks fiequented Presbyterian churches.

More than other black institutions, churches held significant financial holdings. Du Bois
felt that for the good of society, churches should channel these tiinds into refonn efforts.
The prime functions of the churches included "the raising of the annual budget, the
maintenance of membership, social intercourse and amusement, the setting of moral
standards, the promotion of general intelligence, and efforts for social improvement.'"
With such a wide range of activities, the churches were clearly the filcrum of the AfiicanAmencan community. The churches needed to fhd a significant amount of cqital that

was not merely profit but mobiiized for reform? Clearly people were not just drawn to
the churches because of their faith, but because they felt a need for comrnunity
improvement .

In addition to churches, Du Bois found several other institutions that he felt might
help the comrnunity. He discovered a variety of organizations that usually had financial
goals in mind. The members of these secret lodges and insurance companies sought to
protect their economic interests in times of ne&.

These organizations would financidly

help sick members or would cover funeral expenses. The largest secret society in
Philadelphia was a national organization with over 200,000 members called the Odd
Fellows. In Philadelphia there were nineteen branches of this ciub with 1 1 88 active

"
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memben. The Philadelphia branches of the club had assets of W6,OOO. The Odd Fellows
club provided health and death benefits to member's families. OAen blacks fonned these
kinds of organkations and businesses as a direct result of white prejudice. For example,

black cemetery companies were comrnonly estabiished because white cemeteries refuxd
to bury blacks with whites. Although intrigued by the formation of companies, lodges, and
societies, Du Bois cnticized the ways in which these groups used their h d s . Many of the
societies were based mai*

on their founders' greed and exploitation. These

organizations had tremendous potential to aid the comrnunity and, Du Bois argued, should
unselfishly devote their effons to helping other blacks. M e r d, they had only been fiee
for a brief period while whites had enjoyed centuries in which to put these arrangements to
work?
Du Bois also blarned whites for helping to create the negative social environment.
Rather than voicing a moderate message of seKhelp, Du Bois fingered white prejudice as
a major cause of black poverty. He claimed that "it is not today responsibie for dl, or
perhaps the greater part of the Negro problems, or of the disabilities under which the race
labors; on the other hand it is a far more powerfhl social force than most Philadelphians
r e a l i ~ e . "The
~ author then listed ways in which prejudice hun blacks in their effons to
find, maintain, and advance in employment. Du Bois argued that blacks had a tougher
time starting and ninning businesses as they couldn't depend on the patronage of white
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cunomers. Instead, they were forced to rely on the poorest class of citizens in the

ci^ to

suppon t heir endeavors.''
In Du Bois's view, white prejudice underlay the social segregation of blacks. He

bemoaned this separation, as it kept both races fiom learning about each other and
working together to alleviate the problems that plagued their society and he cited several
specific exarnples to prove his point about the darnaging impact of prejudice. One s p d c
example Du Bois provided was that of a tailor who earned compliments on his efforts
during the first few weeks he was on the job, but once his employer discovered he was
colored, the man was fired. Rather than suffering outright dismissal, however, blacks
were usually kept fiom advancing in the woïkplace despite their ment. Du Bois discussed
the case of a carpenter who had been allowed to learn the skills of a rnachinist. When the
employer discovered the training the man was getting, he imrnediately put a stop to it. Du
Bois provided numerous examples of worthy blacks being passed over for jobs or
promotions because of their skin color."

D u Bois voiced another controversial argument when confionting the issue of
interracial marriage. In examining Philadelphia's Seventh Ward, he realized t hat such
mamiages comprised less than two percent of the population. He felt that because of the
infrequency of such mamiages people should not generalize about the positive or negative

This conclusion contradicted the views of such social cornmentators as Walter

'' Ibid., pp.324, 346-347.
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Ashby Plecker, a notable physician and adrninistrator fiom the University of Maryland.

Plecker spent his career trying to impose restrictions on those of mixed heritage. He
argued that people of mixed heritage, particularly those with Negro blood, posed a threai
to SocietyY Du Bois noticed that interracial couples faced great disdain from both white

and black citizens of Philadelphia. He condemned this discrimination, arguing that people
should many whomever they wished, regardless of race. Du Bois also identified a glaring
paradox in Amencan society. Many whites spoke negatively about private relations
between blacks and whites as they were proud of white accomplishrnents and condemned

any action that they felt weakened the purity of their race. At the sarne time, many white

men had taken advantage of their lofty social status to take Iiberties with black women,
especially during the period of slavery. The result of these liaisons, he argued, was that
there were no pure Afiicans lefl in America, and that before whites argued for segregation

they should address their own tendency to engage in interracial sex."
Du Bois concluded with a brief comrnentary followed by messages for
Philadelphia's white and black citizens. Although he did not specifically identifi any
racists or Social-Darwinists, he chailenged their theories on several levels. Boldly he
disdained the pretentious attitudes of adherents to Social Danÿinists, stating:
Walter Ashby Plecker eventually sought and received the help of Madison Grant ,a
weaithy New York eugenicist in his effom to reform the function of the census bureau.
They wanted the bureau to identify the heads of each Amencan farnily since 1800 in order
to determine their racial background. He felt this masure would make limits on race
mixing easier to legislate. For information on Plecker please see, Philip R Reilly,
Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins, 1991. p.73-74.
Y

'' W.E.B.Du Bois, The,
pp.359-360.

Not that we have discovered, as some hoped and some feared, that ail
men were created fiee and equal, but rather that the differences in men
are not so vast as we had assumed. We d l yield the well-born the
advantages of birth, we still see that each nation has its dangerous flock
of fools and rascds; but we also find most men have brains to be
cultivated and souk to be saved?

Du Bois deemed it unfair to assume that social position was fixed and predetermined by
race. In order create a more positive environment he felt the need for cooperation, not
segregation between the races.
Some white segregationists even believed tiiat black emigration provided the best
solution for both races. By 1911 this view became so popular that an important
govermnent officia1 voiced his belief that forcd emigration Mght be the best solution to
the race question. Secretary Jacob M. Dickinson of the War Deparmient argued that the
voluntaiy removal of the rnajority of blacks to their own country would aid in the

' Bois dismissed
development of the race and would ease tensions in ~ m e r i c a . ~Du
arguments for emigration, stating, "nor is the thought of voluntary or involuntary
emigration more than a drearn of men who forget that there are half as many Negroes in
the United States as Spaniards in Spain."38

Du Bois's appeal to blacks featured a criticism of Afncan-Arnericans for their
weakness, and a renewed cd1 for self-help programs. Although he acknowledged the

" Ibid., p.386.
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problems caused by prejudice and slavery, he ni11 felt that blacks had to take specific neps
to improve their social situation. The black cornrnunity, he noted, had to reduce its
members' delinquent behavior. Du Bois argued that a reduction in crime, drinking and
gambling would help win white respect and remove some negative aereotyping of the
black community. Despite the best efforts of the black churches, young people preferred
to socialize at casinos or saloons, wasting money on extravagant clothes, household
luxuries, garnbling, and alcohol. Du Bois expressed alann at the appeal these forms of
entertainment held for young biacks who often spent what Little money they had on
fnvolous activities rather than upgrading their nutrition, houshg, and education. Not
unlike his contemporary, Booker T. Washington, Du Bois stated that blacks had to Iive
the purest and most worthwhile lives they could because it was the only way to change
society's perception of the race. He emphasized the need for upper-class blacks to lead
the refom effort through established institutions like schools, churches, and secret
societies.39
In an address entitled, "The Duty of Whites," Du Bois made it clear that whites
could not stand aside and let existing problems continue. Through this section, he

summarized many of his more controversial arguments. He again questioned negative
social attitudes toward interracial mamages, clairning that these unions were rare and
would continue to be so even if society removed baniers. Consequently he did not feel
that people should spend so much tirne and effort on preventing such arrangements.
Indeed, Philadeiphia had a history of passing laws against interracial unions. As eariy as
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1726, a law forbade marriage between two people of different racial background."

During the eighteenth century many States passed anti-rniscegenation laws, which
persisted virtually unchallenged for decades. These laws were rarely challenged, and
couns upheld their constitutional validity in Indiana ( 1871), Arkansas (1 875), Alabama
(1877), Texas (1 877), and Louisiana (1 907)."

Du Bois identified two types of racial prejudice which plagued society, one
conscious and malicious, the other unconscious. Whites who cieliberately acted in a
vicious way toward blacks exhibited the îïrst type of prejudice, and most blacks
encountered this discrimination in the workplace, as whites excluded them f?om al1 except
menial work. The second type of prejudice, he argued, was more subtle, but equally
damaging. To Du Bois unconscious prejudice meant that during d d y affairs whites
ignorecl or avoided blacks completely. An example of this prejudice couid be as simpie as
two childhood acquaintances meeting on the Street with the white party i g n o ~ hisher
g
bIack counterpart. People did not act out of maliciousness, but because they feared what
other whites would think of them for fiaternking with blacks. Such acts of cowardice
convinced blacks fiom an early age that they were second-class citizens, which, according
to Du Bois, undercut self-respect and fomed a critical barrier for blacks to overcome. Du
Bois portrayed white prejudice as the key force underrnining the confidence and
motivation of blacks in Philadelphia. To combat this situation, he pleaded with whites to
recognize the accomplishments of successful blacks. lf whites acknowledged these
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achievements, they would realize that the two races were not very different. Selfawareness in the Afican-American community would inspire confidence, motivation, and
racial cooperation, and lead to the uplifi of Philadelphia."

Du Bois criticized the efforts of prejudiced whita attempting to disenfranchise the
Negro through such laws as the Grandfather Clauses passed by the states of Mississippi,
South Carolina, Louisiana, North Caroha, Alabama, Virginia, Georgia, and ~klahoma."
He attacked the movement to uphold laws against interracial mamages and fought bitterly
the drive toward segregation throughout the country. Du Bois asked that whites realize
their responsibility for helping to shape the racist world which kept blacks in continual
aruggle. Cenainly his arguments against these established rules and betiefs of inferiorky
made hirn a radical for his tirne. With T
he,
Du Bois created a different
bluepnnt for progressive reformers to use in efforts to change society.
was mixed. Despite being one of

Initial public reaction t o a -e P

the more modem, thorough and relevant pieces of sociology published dunng the period,

The

N

a was mentioned only bnefly by the forernost journal in the

discipline, TheJO&

of Sa-.

A possible reason for this omission was

Du Bois's youth, as he was only 3 1 years old. He had just comrnenced his career and was
not well known, and perhaps these academic joumals did not feel that his work merited
discussion. Racism also may have been a factor in his work being ignored, since he had
graduated £tom an excellent university and his project was conducted at the prompting of
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influential benefactors. TheNe-

was reviewed by several other publications

including The Nat im The Yale, QulQQk, and The A m e n c a n o n c a l RWiew.
These reviewers took the time to examine the text of The Philadelghia N-.
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Although most reviews were generally supedciai, an unsigned review in The

Nation was negative. The author contesteci Du Bois's views on menial labor, claiming
that white ernployers often valued their black house servants. But the anonyrnous
reviewer argued that such jobs should not be viewed as demoralizing or degrading. The
reviewer, however, did not admit that few other jobs were available to blacks. The
reviewer illustrated his bias when he voiced his doubts that life realiy was more difficult
for blacks. He claimed correctly that other rninonties, such as m e n t immigrants, aiso
confionted difficulty and dis~rimination.'~m e r reviews were not nearly so harsh in their

AU of the other reviews praised Du Bois for his

reviews of . - P

objectivity. They noticed the criticisms that he leveled at blacks more than they noticed his
more controversiai findings. The

Re-

praised Du Bois for

identiwg the faults and weaknesses of the black comrnunity." Each reviewer
ernphasized the findings containeci in the study with which he agreed. These reviews
showed no support for the author's radical critique. Possibly, reviewers did not discuss
the study in depth because they did not understand or did not want to address the points
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he made. Instead, they probably played up points their readers found comfonable. It is
also possible that reviewers only read portions of the book as Du Bois made moa of his
more controversial arguments in the body of the text where he displayed his findings.

M e r ail, The

was a thick volume 4 t h many charts, graphs, and

statistics. It was not an easy read and one may imagine a reviewer on a tight schedule
skimming the work rather than treating it with the thoroughness it deserveci. Even Du

Bois admitted that his work was not user fiiendly, stating that 'Yew persons ever read that
fat volume on B e-P

N-,

but they treat it with respect and that fact consoles

me.

7w

That few people r a d his work on the black cornmunity in Philadelphia proved
disappointing to Du Bois. He had hoped that the production of an informative, thorough,
and objective study would prompt people to reconsider their views on the race problem in
Philadelphia and elsewhere. Unfortunately, though, society generally ignored his
arguments, and Du Bois no doubt felt mistrated at how few people he reached. If he left
the University of Pennsylvania encouraged that he had found a field of study which offered
hope for ameliorating social problems focusing on race, he knew that he had to find a way
to get his message across to a larger audience.

The Atlanta conferences gave Du Bois the chance to continue developing a

heand the Atlanta
blueprint for the reform of America. Initiaily, T
conferences shared much in the way of form and focus, but over tirne Du Bois's ideas
evolveâ. Through the early conferences Du Bois continued to promote a moderate reform
plan based on self-help. Over time, however, he argueci for govemrnent intervention for
the Afncan-American community. Although Du Bois dready had identifieci white
prejudice as one of many negative social factors that blacks faced, he came to believe that
it was the most prominent hurdle Afican-Arnericans had to overcome. in

m,Du Bois was concerned with objectivity, but in the Atlanta conference he began to
use his data subjectively, not unlike his racist rivals. He used his findings to continue his
criticism of Social-Darwinism, pseudo-scientific studies on race, and any refonn plan
based on the assumption that Mcan-Americans were inferior.

In 1897 Du Bois received an interesting offer of employment tiom Horace
Bumstead, the president of the University of Atlanta, who was impressed with the
thoroughness of the Philadalphia audy. Having j u s aaned a senes of conferences at the
University of Atlanta, a large black school, Bumstead felt Du Bois was a scholar with the
vision and ability to make the meetings a more valuable resource for refonners. Not unlike
Wilberforce, Atlanta university had a religious, albeit nondenominational tradition.
Apparently, some faculty members were concerned with Du Bois's expressed disdain for
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orgmized religion on campus. Others were concemed about hiring a Fisk graduate rather
than one of their own students. Bumstead ignored these concerns because he felt that Du
Bois's supenor postgraduate record negated these womes. In answering these concerns

Bumstead claimed that, 'Dr. Du Bois was the one man white or black far and away best
fitted for the position."'
Upon accepting the position at Atlanta, Du Bois initiated a plan to upgrade the
conferences. He noticed that other schools, chiefly Hampton and Tuskegee, already
conducted annual conferences. The meetings brougfit together labourers or famers to
experience inspirational speeches and seminars led by successfùl workers or other experts.
Organizers hoped that these meeting would inspired people to improve and achieve while
following the programs advocated by the two schools. Du Bois adopted this format,
hoping that the conference participants would then educate others about the ideas
discussed. The Tuskegee and Hampton confaences devoted themselves to promoting
social refom within the tiamework of an accommodationist platform. Du Bois was not
comforiable with the emphasis placed on social reforrn by these meetings.' Instead, he
sought to use the Atlanta conferences to create a thorougb body of data on blacks to
develop appropriate programs for change. There was a need for more liberal ideas on race
considering that few settlement houses in northem States were integrated because most
settlement workers were womed that a black presence at the houses would discourage
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white immigrants who needed help. Commonly, settlement house workers believed
evolutionary ideas which placed blacks at the bottom of society. Ln Philadelphia a
settlement house for blacks daimed that blacks were not as intellectually motivated as
other settlement house clients because the, "race was at the sensation stage of its evolution
and the treatment demanded is difFerent."3 Du Bois felt that the Atlanta conferences
provided opportunities to teach people about the actual causes of black povcrty and
despair. The conferences did encourage severd important social projects that helped both
whites and blacks, including the city of Atlanta's kindergarten system, the formation of a

Negro business league, and various projects designed to improve the general level of
heaith or combat crime.'

The Atlanta conferences involved far more help fiom other people than Du Bois's
other project S. He recruited several graduate students and interesteci volunteers to help
survey information on various uhan centres in the United States. The research assistants
then returned these surveys to Du Bois who compiled the results. Graduates fiom Atlanta,
Fisk, Howard Universities, M e h a q Medicai College, and Hampton and Tüskegee
Institutes, these volunteers worked long hours for no compensation because they believed
in the project. In using researchers on the project, Du Bois ensured that more people felt a
put of things. He hoped that they would then spread the word about the reports, funher
increasing awareness of the work. Also, by using volunteers from around the country he
Ailen F. Davis, f
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was able to create a national study, rather than just focushg on one city. Adrnitting more
people into these expenments did cause some problems, as it was difficult at times to
ensure consistency in the validity of the returned ~urveys.~

Du Bois released the resuhs of the studies at the annual conferences. By
presenting the finished studies at the meetings, he ensured that a larger audience would
heu his results than if he just published them. In addition to the presentation of the annual
study, each conference featured different experts or refomers presenting their research on
similar topics. The published compilation which followed each conference included, the

annual study, the minutes of the conference, and space permitting, sorne of the other
presented papers. Du Bois began his association with the conferences in 1897 and headed
the third annual study which was presented at the conference which took place on May
25-26, 1898. He quickly left his mark on the conferences as he designed and oversaw the

annual studies and edited the conference papers!
Du Bois initially participated in the third annual conference on "Some Efforts of

American Negroes for Their Own Social Betterment,"which took place on May 25-26,
1898. The published confêrence papers included the annual study prepared by Du Bois, a

summary of proceedings at the two day conference, and several papers presented for
discussion. Du Bois was very active at the conference, as he presented the study and
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helped other conference members draft resolutions. Equally important, Du Bois served as
the editor of the conference papers.' In several parts of The Philddphia Ne=,

he

undenook bold criticism of Amencan society as he sought alternative reasons to explain
why blacks were suffesing so much. This criticism was rot as apparent or frequent in the
first conference study in which Du Bois was active in, but his radical criticism did appear.
As the conferences progresseci, Du Bois becarne bolder in voicing his belief that blacks

were equal to whites in their potential to achieve success. Not surprisingly, he attacked
the views of racist Sociai Darwinists. During a discussion on cooperative business
ventures, for example, he avowed that siavery kept blacks from acquiring the necessary
business skills. He beiieved that the authontarian plantation system had stripped Afncan-

Amencans of the decision-making skiiis necessary to flourish in an unrestrained capitalist
society. Although blacks made some progress acquiring knowledge, capital and
organization, there ail1 existed an economic gap between the races.' Clearly, Du Bois
reassened the claim he first made in The
that a negative social
environment, not heredity, caused the iderior position of blacks.

Du Bois fiirther emphasized several ways in which blacks rnight improve their
economic situation. He applauded the work the churches had done to acquire wealth and
help people, recommending that blacks continue their efforts to organize and form
cooperatives. Pragmatically, he realized that blacks had little power to change their

' Ibid., p.2 1.
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situation, but they could win respect in Amenca acquiring capital and organizing
successful businesses. Blacks, he argued, had to educate themselves about business
practices to build successful organizati~ns.~
Stimng controversy, Du Bois blarned white prejudice as a factor that retarded the
growth of the black community. Whites, he argued, orgaNzed social and business
institutions that excluded blacks because they were considered inferior. Du Bois strongly
believed that for society to evolve in a positive direction, the races wodd have to
cooperate, stating, "The nation helps the Negro not sirnply to recompense the injustice
long done to him, but rather to make it possible for hirn to accomplish more quickly a
work which uwially takes centurie^."'^ Although he openly appealed for cooperation
fiom the white community, he was aware of problems that too much reliance on outside

aid could cause. It was fis belief that reliance on white help would lead to blacks losing
their motivation to work for change themselves"
Ten years later, at the Fourteenth Conference in 1909, Du Bois had dramatically
revised his views on Afncan-Amencan efforts at seWhelp. The study examined the efforts
of churches, women's clubs, senior citizens homes, nurseries, and newspapers. Despite
praising the efforts of blacks to improve their own situation Du Bois was wnvinced that a
self-help program would be of little help without increased help fiom the white
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community. hi Bois had reaiized that most self-help progrms were lacking the
reçources, coordination, and ability to ever reform the African-American cornmunity
effectively.
Du Bois's disillusionment with self-help programs was illustrated by bis attitude
toward churches as agencies of reform. In

Du Bois argued that

the church should play a central role in reform efforts. By the eighth conference in 1903,
Du Bois voiced bis scepticism about the ability of black churches to wnduct practical
refom. His doubts reflected the apparent weaknesses in the preachers who led the black
congregations. Du Bois believed that these men had to fidf.31a variety of roles seMng as

mord teachers and catalysts for change. In this conference study, however, Du Bois
argued that the quality of preachers serving the black community varied greatly. If some

rninisters were honest and effective in promoting moral and social uplift, others were of
dubious character. For example, a survey respondent from Petersburg, Virginia, claimed
to have corne across four rninisters who were sexually immoral, two who were
mismanaging funds. and one who sbused alcoh01.'~
Along with his doubts about the leadership quaiities of the clergy, Du Bois a h
expressed concem about the failure of black churches to teach their youth about the
irnponance of living a moral life. Du Bois questioned children under the age of twenty
about their religious attendance and beliefs. When asked about their religious faith most
children responded that religion was about their relationship to God. Du Bois, displeased
at these answers subjectively argued that these responses proved that churches failed to
-
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stress the importance of a moral life. Du Bois's views were not surprising &en his
professed dislike for the ceremony and d o p a of organized religion. Innead, he took a
pragmatic view of religion, ernphasizing its potential for moral u p l a and social refom.

Du Bois noted that black religion was decentraiized, with several different denominations

being patronized by blacks. OAen, these denominations competed for members, and their
messages and ceremonies were tailored to suit specific dienteles. A variety of churches
may have suited worshippers, but these differences would have made a unified refom

effort impossible.

Du Bois articulated a refined role for black churches in his refom blueprint. In
this conference he emphasized the need for churches to improve the moral character of
blacks. Because his doubts about the clergy, and the teachings of the churches, Du Bois
de-emphasized his calls for churches to become involved in practical social refonn. Most
settlement workers were active church members, and it is safe to assume that the program
of settlement houses featured much religious content.13Du Bois would have been

suspicious of any settlement house program actively promoting a highly religious
program.
Instead, he becarne intrigued with the idea of the Federal goverment undertaking
refom efforts on behaîfof the nation's poorest citizens. Of note in this study was Du
Bois's renewed plea for an increase in national support for black schwls. He felt that they

''
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should stop reiying on Negro patrons and charitable donations and instead secure more
concrete fûnding. Through federd support and local taxation schemes, black schools
would find themselves on firmer financial ground. Du Bois believed that the Federai
governent could intervene in more local anairs if it would benefit the nation." When
coupled with his reformist leanings on economics, Du Bois envisioned an expanded role
for the Federal govemrnent in society. This view was consistent with his argument in
favour of increasing black voting rights and political participation. Lf blacks increased
their voting rate, he argued, then they would enjoy a larger say in public life. Political
activity, coupled with increased Federal Governent panicipation in state anairs would
mean that blacks could seek protection from a new source.
The increase in the influence of the governent in the practical &kirs of the
country was a trend that many citizens noted dwing this period. Starting with a stunning
victory over Spain in the Spanish-Arnerican war, the United States quickfy built an empire
acquiring infiuence over Cuba, Hawaii, Pueno Rico, and the ~hilippines." The enhanced
power of the Federal Governent was also exercised in various interna1 issues. Under
President Theodore Roosevelt the government advocated more restrictions on trusts that
had grown too powerfùl. The Justice Department launched forty-three cases to limit or
disband large business monopolies. Roosevelt's reign aiso featured govemrnent regulation
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of railroad rates, meat packaging food processing, and dmg production.l6 Clearly, Du

Bois understood the changing nature of Amencan society and wanted the governent to

become more critical of social injustice. To Du Bois's chagrin, Roosevelt did little with hs
governent to help improve the social conditions that blacks faced.
Although Roosevelt believed in the eventual possibitity that blacks could achieve
equality, this would take decades to occur. He felt that the majority of blacks in Amenca
were iderior and should not be dowed to vote. During his term as President from 1901
to 1909, he carried out an exclusionq program as blacks saw their political
appointments decline. Occasionally, Roosevelt appointed blacks to prominent political
positions, but these were exceptionally successfùl people. The president enthusiastically
supponed Booker T. Washington's industrial education program, as he felt it equipped
blacks with the skiiis they needed. Industrial education, he reasoned, would decrease the
lawlessness among blacks, making mob violence less fiequent. While Roosevelt deplored
lynchings, he also subscnbed to the view that blacks often incited mobs by acting as sexual
predators toward white women. Clearly Roosevelt represented the type of reformer that

Du Bois sought to educate. l7
In May 1899 conference participants discussed Afncan-American business, which
was a direct continuation of chapter nine in-
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occupation of the Negro."" In his Philadelphia study, Du Bois argued that blacks were
hindered in their search for ernployment by their own lack of efficiency, experience.
training, and motivation. In the founh annual study, 'The Negro in Business," Du Bois

assigned more blame to whites for the conditions facing blacks than he did in the
Philadelphia study. He clairned t hat blacks received few opportunities for training because

their white bosses preferred to train white workers. Tven in the North," he asked, " how
many firrns stand ready to ailow a bright black boy to corne into their country-rooms and
leam the different techniques of modem commercial life."19 In his previous studies he
dways assigned a large proportion of the blame for poverty to blacks thernselves, but now
he was far more cntical of white prejudice. In this study, prejudice went from being one
of many variables to being the most important variable in the failure of black business.
Clearly, Du Bois was becorning more outspoken as he assembled his database for
reformers.

To underiine his argument on prejudice in the workplace, Du Bois described the
case study of a black jeweller from Kansas City. The unnamed jeweller managed to build

a moderately successfbl shop despite several setbacks dong the way. Following the
collapse of his bank, which coa him 5W$,
this jeweller had to work as a poner, pursuing
his business on the side until he opened a small store. Like Du Bois, the jeweUer believed

lu
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that black business needed increased patronage from successful members of the race. He
noted that wealthier blacks often chose not to patronize black businesses. instead choosing
to acquire their goods fiom white providers of similar services. The lack of support blacks

showed for these businesses bothered Du Bois, who felt that the sumval these businesses
would serve as a form of protection for the community. He argued that blacks had to
organize into larger commercial units or they would be even less able to compete in the
future. The large manufacturing sector of the country would continue to grow in
importance, excluding and exploiting blacks?
Du Bois applauded the efforts of blacks to start their own businesses even though
when compared to total American investment, black business investment remained Iow.
He noted that the movement toward large scale enterprise had dire consequences for
blacks who ofien lost their jobs, as they didn't have the skills or capitai to make their
businesses larger. Du Bois advocated adoption of smaii cottage industries to help black
families. For example, he believed that Southern blacks could produce many crafls in the
home which could be sold easily, helping people to improve their own standard of living.
In particular, Du Bois noted that several broom factones now flourished in the South afler
havhg begun this ~ a y . ~Du' Bois believed blacks should go out of their way, even at
persona1 cost, to support black-owned businesses. That Du Bois encouraged blacks to
participate in business marked an expansion of his self-help reform blueprint. He hoped
that by starting businesses Atncan-Americans would find success while making the
Ibid., pp.25-50.
21
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cornmunity more self-sufficient.
Later at the 1907 conference, Du Bois argued that larger cooperative ventures
were necessary for African-Americans :O advance in the economic affairs of the nation.
Rejecting the racism that harnpered many black businesses, Du Bois challenged the notion
that blacks were incapable of independent economic development. He traced the histoncal
development of cornmunities in the West Indies and Africa, illustrating that blacks had
constructed many çophisticated economic systems in these places. Specifically, Du Bois
pointed out the existence of several large markets in Aaica. These markets feanired
crowds numbenng between 1,000 and 3,000 traders on any given day. The people that
fiequented these markets traded a variety of comrnodities including slaves, spices, various
crops, and crafts. Ujiji, Tanzania and Nyangwe, Zaire, were identifid by Du Bois as sites
for these large markets?

Along with the examination of black global economic

developrnent, Du Bois mentioned various projects such as the underground railroad that
featured cooperation. The road forward for the race, he claimed, was to achieve
economic development through cooperative ventures, including the construction of
businesses, churches, and schools.

Du Bois attacked the laissez-faire individuaiism that drove the Arnerican economic
system. Unrestrained capitaiisrn, he argued, favoured those witb capital and this wealth
was generated by exploithg the poor. In this situation blacks faced the choice between

"fierce individudistic cornpetition" or economic cooperation. Clearly the conference-
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goers felt that economic cooperation was a better option, as it would benefit the whole
community, not just a fortunate f e ~ Group
. ~ efforts would also help blacks feel more

secure as they set out to change their environment. With the threat of lynching a constant
threat to blacks for any perceived f i o n t to white supremacy, cooperative efforts may
have protected blacks somewhat from a violent ba~klash.~'Perhaps Du Bois was thinhg
that if whites could form a group Iike the Ku Klux Klan to protect white suprernacy, then
blacks should be able to f o m a group for their own protection. Noting the effectiveness of
unions and agricultural coops, Du Bois began to move toward a more socialist direction.
Unlike other components of his reform plan, such as Afncan-Arnerican self-heip
efforts or business ventures, Du Bois's views on education were consistent over the years.

His examination of education in the Afi5ca.n-Arnerican comrnunity began in May 1900 as

he exaniined "The College-Bred Negro". Du Bois argued that a college education was
necessary and helpfbl to blacks, rejecting the notion that a simple industrial education was
sufficient. The arguments began when he noted that the number of black college
graduates had steadily increased since John Brown Russwurm graduated from Bowdoîn
College, Maine, in 1826. Unfortunately, the total number of college graduates remained
too small as only one black graduate existed for every 3600 black citizens. In the northern
and western States, the study reveaied that blacks were admitted more readily into the
better universities and coiieges than in the South. Usually, southern blacks were forced to
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attend black schools, which varied greatly in cumculum and quality, but any college
education, Du Bois emphasized, was beneficial to the few blacks who managed to get one.
A total of 13 12 graduates responded to Du Bois's survey, proving that coiiege educated

blacks could find worthwhile employrnent. He found that 53.4% worked a s teachers,
16.8% as clergymen, 6.3% as physicians, 5.6% as students, and 4.7% as lawyers. h o t h e r
4% of coUege educated black respondents to the survey worked in goverment service,

while 3.6% were in business, 2.7% were farmers or artisans, and 2.4% worked as editors,
secretaries, or clerks. This left oniy .5% of the respondents categorized as working in
miscellaneous employment. These were aU professions that were more distinguished than
the labourer positions in which blacks usually found themseives. In the past, retuning to
their communities to help teach people basic skilis, college graduates usualy found
employrnent as teachers. Du Bois argued, however, that in addition to teaching, black
graduates had opportunities as merchants, phannacists, and even as physicians. Along
with greater work prospects, the study illustrated that university-educated blacks had a
much lower rnortality rate than other blacks. Although he failed to elaborate much on the
reasons that this rate was lower, Du Bois touted the positive effect higher education might
exert on s ~ c i e t y . ~ ~
Proponents of industriai education argued that schools overtrained many college
graduates for the jobs they were eventually forced to take a n y ~ a y Du
. ~ ~Bois found this
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untnie, as most graduates entered jobs requiring more speciahed skills. The study
illustrated that blacks who did manage to attend college usually did quite well, and the
success of these graduates clearly shattered the myth that blacks were incapable of higher
thought and development. Du Bois campaigned for an increase in the number of black
college graduates for a number of reasons. He felt that the success that college graduates
found made them logical leaders of the race, as they provided valuable examples for black
youth. Through their daily contact with people, he argued, college graduates would prove
that blacks had the potential to be as successful as any group in society.
Teaching was the most cornmon profession undertaken by black college graduates.

Du Bois argued that they had done an invaluable service for the black comrnunity, often
with little benefit for themselves. Many blacks educated in the North eventually moved to
the South to pursue employment, much in the way Du Bois had. Their movement ofken
entailed sacrifice as they were forced to move fiom their homes to find suitable work

among their people. In exarnining the birthplaces of 650 black coilege graduates, Du Bois

founa that 38 of the 73 Northern graduates who responded to his survey had rnigrated to
the South to find work. Usuaily, most college graduates who had grown up in the South

remained there, with 443 of 507 graduates choosing to do sa2' In explaining the worth of
black teachers, Du Bois stated, "knowledge of life and its wider meaning, has been the

point of the Negro's deepea ignorance, and the sending out of teachers whose training has
not been merely for bread-wuuiing but also for human culture has been of inestimable
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value in the training of these rnen."*"u

Bois felt that the college-educated Negro

fùlfilled a role within society that lesser trained people could not. Educated blacks would
teach and lead oihen to the point where they could improve and demand their nght to
participate more fully in society. In particular, Du Bois found that college-educated blacks
were more likely to exercise their right to vote. For example, 508 respondents to his
query (out of 72 1, or 700!) claimed to vote, with just 2 13, or 30%, claiming they did

not." Apparently, 69Oh of Southem blacks and 81% of Northern blacks chose to vote
regularly. Unfortunately, many of the blacks who voted felt that their ballots were
discounted by whites. Those who abstained fiom voting did so usually because they were
prohibited fiom voting or did not feel that their votes wouid be tallied. Indeed, although
whites often excluded or misinformed black voters, Du Bois saw the nght to vote as an
imponant tool in the advancement of his race. He felt that if more blacks were to mobilize
and vote as a bloc, then they Mght gain some influence in political a f f a r ~ . ~

Du Bois's conclusions on political involvement built on the discussion he had
begun in &-P

N e a . In the Philadelphia study he argued that black sufaage

was oniy a partial success. He claimed that most black voters were ignorant, and did not

understand the mechanics of voting or the issues to be pondered. Du Bois noted that
blacks became involved in city politics to gain an advantage within the city machine to
ensure jobs or other rewards. For example, one night watchman claimed he voted because

Ibid., p.65.
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it was the ody way to obtain a good job. Upon viewing the corruption that seemed
rampant in Philadelphia's city politics, Du Bois only halfheartedly promoted political
involvement3'. In the Atlanta study on "The College Negro," he applauded and
encouraged political participation.

hi Bois re-exarnined the status of college educated Aaican-Amencans in his last
Atlanta conference before leaving for the N. A.A.C.P. in 19 10. Du Bois reemphasized that
the black community needed well-educated citizens to act as teachers. Education helped
blacks to find better and more varied ernployrnent opportunities. To this end, Du Bois

argued that each state should put together an effective plan of funding for black colleges.
Rather than providhg duplicate programs, he argued, that schools should coordinate their

efforts, offering more courses in history, english, sociology, and natural science, while
abandoning less usefil courses such as Latin or Greek. The study also confkmed that
more blacks were attending white schools, proving that they were worthy of equd
treatment, not segregation. Between 1900 and 1909 there were 238 bIack graduates from
what would be considered white schools. This figure increased fiom 159 in the years
between 1889 and 1900, and 69 between 1880 and 1889.'* By 19 10, people realized that
higher education for blacks was a fixture in Amenca.
Du Bois expanded his discussion on education in 1901, when he examined
common schools. He found that the black community needed more qualified teachers.
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Eighty percent of the nation's blacks were illiterate, and of approximatdy three million
school-aged black children only one million were cumently enrolled in schools. To rectie
this situation Du Bois demanded an increase in the number of trained teachers in the
community and improvement in the facilities at their disposal. The responsibility for this
situation, he argued, was not racial infenority but the hiaory of official sanctions against
Negro education. Du Bois noted that pnor to the Civil War, Alabama, Georgia,
Louisiana, and South Carolina had passed bills prohibithg the education of blacks. In
Georgia, for example, legislators passed a law in 1829 that prevented people fiom
teaching any "slave, Negro or ûee person of colour to read or write." Blacks taught to
read or write were subject to fines and whippings at the discretion of the court. Whites
caught teaching blacks could be h e d up to $500 and sent to jail for an unspecifkd
penod." In nonhem States there were fewer examples of actual legislation against
education, but he felt there were more vicious social pressures applied to limit educationai
opportunities for blacks. He cited mob violence and economic pressure as two major
factors that iirnited black educational d o n s .
Aithough some decent schools existed, Af5ca.n-American children were usudly
kept completely separate fiom white schools, and received inadequate funding. In the
South, school funding came fiom three sources--the local black community, its white
counterparts, and philanthropie Northernen. Most whites felt hesitant to fùnd black
schools and, indeed, southern whites angrily opposed the creation of tax support for these

W.E.B. Du Bois, ed. The NeOreçPmmPnSçhPP1. Atlanta: Atlanta University, 190 1.
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institutions Du Bois carefully examined southem tax records in order to gauge the cost

of black education to whites and blacks. Between 1870 and 1899, he found that black
education in the South con $70,000,000. He argued that the cost of this education was

covered by blacks through direct and indirect taxation. Through direct education taxation
blacks in Delaware, Arkansas, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and
Louisiana paid enough or more in taxes to cover the costs of education, while another four

areas- the District of Columbia, Vuginia, Florida, and Texas- covered at Iûast 75% of
total education costs. Blacks in West Virginia, Tennessee, Missouri, and North Carolina
paid approximately one-half of their educational costs, with blacks in Maryland and
Kentucky paying a third of the cost. Du Bois then argued that blacks, the nation's poorest
citizens, also supported education through such indirect means as poll or property taxes.

Because many blacks worked as tenant f m e r s , he found that their rent costs were
actually foms of taxation as land owners simply used their rent fees to cover any tax costs
they faced. Du Bois found that when indirect and direct taxation totals were combined
blacks easily covered the costs of their education. He argued that white tax-payers in the

~
the
South did not have their tax dollars devoted to Negro e d u ~ a t i o n .Unfortunately,
burden of paying for their education fell directly on the nation's poorest citizens. White
governent officiais, IXi Bois argued, should be held responsible for their previous misuse

Y In his work on The
N~egro,Du Bois took a more academic approach, trying
whenever possible to reach objective conclusions. His use of these statistics during this
study was more creative as he subjectiveiy used thern to argue for more school funding.
His use of information in this fashion indicates that the focus of the studies was becoming
-N
iess academic and more politicai in nature. W.E.B. Du Bois, ed.
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of black tax funds and legislative restrictions on education. He felt that southem whites
coiild recti& the past by committing more tax money to comrnon schools which
desperately needed to be improved. He took care to thank those generous Southerners
who had donated an estimated two million dollars toward Afncan-Amencan education,

but he felt the whole system needed to be upgraded with better schools, matenals,
teachers and s u p e ~ s i o n . ~ '
In this discussion of common schools, Du Bois expanded on his argument for
greater black voting participation. Ln his previous snidy of college graduates he noted that
blacks with higher levels of education were more likely to vote. His suggestion of a
federal tax to generate fùnds for education indicated his belief in the need for stronger
intervention in state or local &airs when it would benefit the country. His desire for a tax
scheme signalleci a dramatic shift in Du Bois's program for the upla of the black
cornmunity. Previously, Du Bois felt that any reform programs had to be self-help efforts
from within the black community. His arguments for a higher degree of state fbnding
prove that he recognized the potential of the state to help minorities. He recognized that
the government's extensive financial holdings, dong with the country's improved

infiastructure, made the state potentially a leading catalyst for change in America. Du Bois
argued that state and federal fbnding of school systems was the least that whites owed
blacks aller the decades of slavery and discrimination. He achowiedged possible
constitutional restrictions on the federd govemment becoming involved in school hnding,
35
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but noted that these types of restrictions should be ignored or aitered when the programs
would benefit ail Americans. When combined wit h a strengthened Federal Government,
increased black voting participation would possibly aiiow blacks to increase their influence
in society.

Dunng the progressive era many people came to believe that education was the
solution to society's problems. Schools were built at a tremendous Pace in America, with
the number of high schools rising from 6,000 to 14,000 behueen 1900 and 1920". The
growth of education reflected the influence of John Dewey, a noted reform Danvinist from
the University of Chicago and Columbia University in New York. Dewey stated that
education should centre on the life experiences of the student. Dewey's general ideas
were defined in different ways by various social reforrners." Many Americans applied this
theory by promoting a distinct form of black education. They believed education should be
kept simple, since blacks were irnpoverished and less prepared for education than their
white counterparts. Du Bois focused his theory of education to oppose that view as he
felt that education should help them change their social position.

In the largest of the studies conducted to this point, Du Bois and his associates
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thoroughly studied the Negro anisan. The study began by looking at the hiaory of
artisans, more numerous during the slave penod. Following the civil war linle technical
training was available to blacks since whites no longer chose to use their services. To
revive the trades within the Negro comrnunity, industrial schools had been set up, but
were often ümited in their success. Du Bois claimed that these schools suffered in part
because they tned to undertake too varied a program. The schools dço trained people to
the rank in iife that they expected them to fill, so girls prepared for housework. Often,
only as an afterthought, did these schools equip blacks with trades they could use later to
suppori themselves. Du Bois felt that a modem program, greater specialization, and
definition of purpose wou1d help schools become more effective. Along with being costly,
industrial education relied on hnding fiom a few northern phhthropists and
organizations. Unfortunately, the industrial schools reliance led t O conservative cumcula,

as most benefactors disagreed with any radical course changes and mi& reduce a
school's fùnding. Without a broader academic approach he felt the race would always lack
leadership. People were no longer tied to southem farms, and as many sought
employment in factones located in large cities, their schools had not equipped them with
the skills to gain acceptance into unions or factory jobs. Indeed, few schcmls were
producing quality tradesmen.

"

Cleariy, Du Bois was extremely critical of the industrial education program that

Booker T. Washington hadeloped and promoted. In a farnous address given at the Atlanta
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Cotton States and International Exposition on September 1 8, 1895, Washington
sumrnarized his views, waming against social protests for equality. Instead. he advocated

a program designed to win philanthropie support and white approval. Washington
thought that blacks should remain in the niral South, working in agriculture, eventually
earning the respect of Southern whites. Keenly aware of white hostility in the form of the
Ku Klux Klan and elsewhere, Washington promoted a program that he felt would help

uplift the race without instigating a violent backlash. Du Bois rejected the notion that
blacks should stay in the country and win white respect, as the wban context in which
blacks lived could not be reversed. Instead, he recognized that schools were not
equipping blacks with the skilis needed to overcorne the prejudice of unions and factory
owners. Industrial schools, he claimeci, often cost the cornrnunity too rnuch money and
provided too little.

Du Bois was cornfortable with the urban context, having lived most

of his Iife in such cities as Boston, Berlin, Philadelphia and Atlanta. Washington, on the
other hand, was never compietely cornfortable with an urban setting, having been born and
raised in the country. He attended the Hampton Innitute, a vocational school in rural
Virginia. While Washington felt it was better for blacks to be in the counw, the reaiity of
the situation was that they were suffering in the country. Specifically, blacks found life
miserable because of segregation, the exploitative crop-lien system, and the constant threat

of lynching.
Many reformers cited the heightened African-Amencan crime rate as an argument
for segregation. Du Bois confionted these beliefs when he exarnined crime in his 1904
study. He noted that incarceration had become a business in the South, as often prisoners
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were forced into labour for the state, or officials contracted them out as workers for
private businesses. Many States rnanaged to cover the costs of maintaining prisons and
occasionally even turned a profit. Georgia, for example, spent an average of $2.38 on 2'
938 inrnates, but realized a retum of $6.12 from the labours of the prisoners. This trend
was not lirnited to Georgia, however, as seven Southern states--South Carohna, Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and Arkansas--spent $890,432 on their prison

systems but made $938,406 fiom convict-lease arrangements. White officials expanded
this business. contracting out labour in direct competition with poor blacks trying to make
a Living themselves. Obviously the success of this system prompted whites to charge and
prosecute blacks at a disproportionate rate. Du Bois found that upon being convicted of a
crime blacks were sentenced for longer periods than their white counterparts, with blacks
being assigned an average t e n of 4.84 years as opposed to 3.46 for whites." Greedy
white officials also fed the high crime rate in the South, not, as whites argued, a lack of
morality in the black community. Governor James K. Vardaman of Mississippi, an
admitted racist, argued that due to racial inferiority, blacks were responsible for more
crime than any other race. Vardaman claimed that educated blacks were more likely to
engage in unlawnil activity than their uneducated counterparts. The govemor, a supponer
of "orderly lynching," also beiieved that crime occurred most often in the Northeast. Du
Bois answered these assumptions about crime by r e f h n g to basic census statistics. He
felt that black crime remained constant, but the end of slavery and the r i x of the prisoner-
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lease system led to an increase in the number of cases being processed in the courts.
Educated blacks, moreover, were rnuch less likely to commit crime than their uneducated
counterparts. He argued that the rate of crime was higher in the North, for both whites
and blacks, leading him to conchde that social environment was closely related to crime.

This study provided many exarnples in which police officers, judges, and court officials
discriminated against blacks. Race prejudice, he asserted, was often a major factor in the
crime rates and was ofien most apparent in areas where blacks and whites engaqed in
direct economic competition. Du Bois concluded that there was "comparatively little
crime in the black belt and in the white belt. It is in the counties where the races meet on
something like numerical equality and in economic competition that the maximum of crime
is charged against Negroes.'"

In

a-P

N a , Du Bois identifled white

prejudice as a significant barrier to the development of the black race. In his discussion on
the pnsoner lease system, Du Bois went further, claiming that whites oflen had financial
motives that prompted them to discriminate against blacks. The pnsoner lease system, for
example, saved white tax money and helped undercut black labourers who may have
worked the same projects. Du Bois now boldly stated that whites mdiciously worked to
keep blacks fiom moving forward."

Du Bois aiso exarnined the type of crime that blacks committed because many
whites believed that blacks were more likely to commit violent crimes. Contrary to
popular belief, hi Bois found that rape accounted for less than three percent of black
40
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crime. He argued that black males committed rape in a desperate attempt to assert some
fom of personai power They acted this way because they were kept in a powerless
position in society having been mipped of basic economic, social, and political rights.
According to his statistics, Du Bois found that in 1890 it was far more Iikely for blacks to
be charged with burglary than rape. He was not surprised by these findings, considering

economic hardships faced by mon bla~ks.~'
Du Bois began his second decade cycle studying the "Health and Physique of the
Negro American". In this study he made his most direct attack on the racist theories of
physicai anthropologists and physicians. Initially, he disputed the validity of physical
measurements in determinhg the level of a race. He cited the works of social scientists
such as G. Sergi, J Denniker, W.Z. Ripiey, and Franz Boas. These thinkers had criticized
studies that claimed that physical characteristics Like hair, facial angle, and head size couid
suggea racial infenority." In a detailed adkess to the conference, Boas adopted a

cultural approach to dispute the notion that blacks were inferior. He argued that black
civilizations on the continent of Africa were actually very advanced and had been kept
from moving fonvard by the slave trade, geography, and climate, not as many believed, by
racial ~ e n o r i t y . In particular, Boas pointed out some of the highiy advanced cultural
development that took place in Afnca. He clairned that the Zulu people had assembled a

" Ibid., pp. 15-1 8.
*' Du Bois would enjoy a solid professional relationship with these thinkers. In 1909, Du
Bois tried to put together a group to publish an encyclopaedia series on Afiica and the
accomplishrnents of Afiicans and their descendants around the world. The
"Encyclopaedia Afncana" board of advisors would include prof Giuseppi Sergi, Dr. J.
Deniker and Dr. Franz Boas.
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highly evolved militsry organization that was highly successful in Southwestem M c a .
Boas also noted that African craftsmen were extremely gifted, noting the quality of mats

made in Egypt, baskets from the Congo river region, and bronze castings on the West
Coast of A f i ~ a . ~
Du Bois also spent considerable time attacking the established racial belief that
whites had heavier brains and, therefore, greater intelligence. This argument, popular
throughout the United States, possessed rnethodological flaws. initially, Du Bois attacked
the theory claiming that scientists used far too few samples to make any definitive

conclusions. By simply considering brain weight, for example, researchers ignored the
importance of brain structure. Even had white brains developed diEerently, (and he felt
no evidence suggested this), people still had no solid proof that whites were inherently
more intelligent. Du Bois felt that scientists could attribute any differences in brain
construction to such environmental factors as age, occupation, or hedth, and to blame
these daerences solely on genetic differences was incorrect. Du Bois found that the
brains studied represented a cross-section of varying age, gender, social standing, and
health. He concluded that, "these same peculiarities can no doubt be found in many white
brains and probably have no connection with the mental capacity of either race.'*' The
study continued with other chailenges to current racist assumptions in physical
anthropology.

W.E.B.Du Bois e
d
.
.
p of the Nepro m.
Atlanta: Atlanta
University, 1906. p.20,, John Hope Franklin and Alfred A. Moss Jr,
tto
Freedom- pp.381-382,441.

*' Ibid., pp.24-27.
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Du Bois then presented forty-eight photographs of various blacks, which he
clairned represented the main physical opes of blacks in Arnenca. He noted that some of
these people had achieved more success than others. The successful examples he had
noted had diverse skùi colors. This diversity proved that environmental factors, not skin
color, determined social standing. Many of his subjects were of mixed race, and Du Bois
found no evidence that these individuals were stronger or weaker than those of pure
blood. The growing number of mulattoes in Arnenca led him to believe that society was
moving toward racial amalgarnation. In a scathing political attack, he argued that under
slavery so many secret relations between whites and blacks occwed that if slavery had
been lefi untouched, the distinction between races would have disappeared over the."
By studying the children of interracial mamages, Du Bois found that there was
no proof that race rnixing helped or hindered individual development. Children of rnixed
heritage were healthy or unhealthy at the same rate as other children, and had the sarne
potential to be become successfirl or unsuccesstU1 members of society. The measures
taken against race-mixing were unnecessary, Du Bois argued, because white prejudice
kept the number of interracial relationships from reaching a high level. These laws
prevented black men from marrying white women, but did not remove the social pressures
which kept whites away fiom black women, as whites cuuld now conduct their liaisons
without ever havhg to go through the embarrassment of marrying a black woman or
raising the children. In the past, whites who fathered children with black women may have
felt obligated to at least provide somewhat for the children. Sarcastically he proposed
Ibid., pp.36-39.
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what he thought was more realistic approach for the enemies of integration, declaring, "at
present those who dislike amalgamation can best prevent it by helping to raise the Negro
to such a plane of intelligence and economic independence that he will never stoop to
mingle his blood with thnse who despise him."" This comment illustrates Du Bois's anger
at the interracial relationship issue, rather than any desire for a program of reverse
discrimination.
The study aiso featured a variety of charts which displayed measurements and

cornparisons of height, weight, chests, and heads. The point of these chms was to
attribute the ciifferences between the races to dflerences in nutrition, an environmental
factor reflecting income. Following this discussion on physical characteristics, the study
assessed important demographic information, including birth rates, mortality rates and
general heaith information. Disturbing to conference goers was the high AfricanAmencan mortality rate. The black mortality rate in 1900 was 29.6 per thousand, a higher
rate than the 17.3 per thousand that white Americans faced. Du Bois's materid showed
that blacks often suffered from such diseases as pneumonia, diseases of the nervous
system, malaria, diarrhoeal iliness, heart disease, and consumption. The research revealed

that conditions were worse for blacks in Southern cities, as opposed to those who lived in
Northern centres. This point, Du Bois argued, undercut the myth that b1acks lacked the
strength to survive in the colder climate of the North. The professor also claimed that if
one examined monality rates dong the iines of social class rather than race, the figures
would become sirniiar between ail races and ethnicities of people. Indeed, the situation

"

fbid., pp. 27-39.
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had improved slowly, thanks to black enorts at education, economic organization, health
care and improvements in social

condition^.^'

In 1910, Du Bois decided to leave the University of Atlanta to join the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, ~ L orga-tion
L

that he had helped to

found. The N.A.A.C.P. was created as a reaction to a lynching in Springfield, Illinois, the
binhplace of Abraham Lincoln. The lynching was so shocking that it prompted a white
Southemer, William Wailing, to cal1 a meeting to form a group dedicated to eradicating
lynching in America. According to hi Bois, the group featured phiianthropins, social
scientists, social workers, and concemed blacks, and he was heartened at the fact that no
supporters of Booker T. Washington aîtended the meeting. By 1910, Du Bois decided to
move to New York, accepting the N.A.A.C.P.3offer to become their director of
p~blicity.'~He accepted this job and left Atlanq his home for thineen yean, tired of
constantly having to beg for the funds to mn the conferences and studies the way he
wanted. Du Bois also found that his ideas had brought him into confiict with Booker T.
Washington, the most powerfiil man in the black community, who controlled patronage
appointments and whose influence over philanthropists was considerable. Du Bois
believed that Washington was working to suppress his efforts to raise funds, and he
became so desperate for money that he directly asked Andrew Carnegie, the steel mogul

and philanthropist for money. Considering that Carnegie championed the system which Du
Bois criticizeù so bitterly, it was not surprising that these requests for hnds were

rejected."
The radical nature of the conferences had instigated a backlash against the
university and the conferences, so Du Bois unselfishly and pragmatically chose to leave
rather than fiirther hurt the project. He also found that the university administration
womed about his radical beliefs and ofien pressured h m to take a more moderate Iine."
Finding that his conferences did little to change the status quo, he decided to leave
acadernia and assume a more public role fighting for civil rights.
Another factor which contributed to Du Bois's decision to leave the university
was a despicable act of mob violence that occwred not far fiom his home. Sam Hose was
a labourer in mral Georgia who was accused of murdering his employer, M e d Cranford,

and raping Cranford's d e . Aîthough Hose acted in self-defence and never raped Mrs.
Cranford, newspaper accowits of the incident made him out to be a vicious thug. The
newspapen claimed that Hose had repeatedly raped Mn. Cranford, infecting her with
syphilis, afler having beaten her husband to death. Sam Hose was also said to have
removed an infant fiom its cradle ,throwing it to the ground. In reality, Hose threw an
axe at his employer, upon being threatened by Cranford who was brandishing a pistol at
the time. The wpposed rape and assault of Mrs. Cranford and her baby never happened.
Despite his good reputation, the literate and bnght Sam Hose was hunted and eventually
killed by an angry lynch mob. Horrifjcally, Hose's knuckles were removed and placed on
50 Du Bois asked Carnegie for money in 1906, but had his request denied. For details on
the 1906 request please see, W.E.B.Du Bois, U o b i m v of W u . Du Bob,
p.225, Herbert Aptheker, ed. me C
eoof W.E.B. hi Bo&, pp. 121 122.

-

display at an Atianta grocery

Du Bois was deeply touched by this incident, as he

had worked constantly to educate society that blacks were not a threat. His analysis of the
race problem had been scientfic in nature, as objective and thorough as he could make it.
The lynching in his own backyard made it difficult for him to beiieve in the scientific
method he used. Lynching, he came to beiieve, negated any practical attempts at refonn
because it intirnidated blacks and reinforced arnong whites the belief that blacks were subhuman, not wonhy of basic nghts. AU his efforts to educate and guide refonnen were
threatened by the terror that lynching spread among the people he was trying to help.
In his campaign againn lynching Du Bois fùrther expanded on his beiief that the
Federal govemrnent should intervene on a local level to protect blacks. In the Atlanta
conferences he articulated an expanded role for the state in the &airs of the nation and he
never forgot that idea. His belief in the potential power of the Federal governrnent was
illustrated by the NAACP's effort to convince congres to pass anti-lynching legislation.l3
Progressive reformers Jane Addams and Florence Kelley had previously managed to
convince the Federal govemment to pass legislation restricting child labogr. Moreover,
these farnous settlement workers were fiends of Du Bois, had attended the Atlanta
conferences, and were board members in the NAACP." Soon, the NAACP journal, 'J'&

'* For details on the Hose lynching see W. Fitzhugh Bnindage,

. .

the New

&&,pp.82-84.

" For a detailed account of the N.AA.C.P.'s efforts to lobby the federal government to
pass anti-lynching legislation please see Robert L. Zangrando, The N.AA.C.P C
Phiiadelphia: Temple University, 1980.
Y

Ailen F.Davis,

for Refonn pp.96-102, 124-127.

m
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m,which Du Bois edited, addressed the need for government involvement directly.
Most notably, Du Bois encouraged the Federal govemrnent to pass legislation against
iynching.

Clearly, through the Atlanta conferences Du Bois mobiiised sociology to attack

many of the racist notions that prevailed in society. He used his research to t v to correct
the belief in socieîy that blacks were physicdly, intellectuaily, and moraily iderior to

whites. Du Bois believed that greed was a primary cause of white prejudice toward
African-Arnericans. Over his years at Atlanta University, Du Bois began to qsiestion the
self-help plan that he had favoured just a few years before. He came to believe that
because of the prejudice and poverty they had endured, African-Arnericans deserved more
intervention by various levels of governrnent. For the benefit of the nation, Du Bois felt
the Federal Govemment should firnd and coordinate the reforrn of race relations in
America.

Conclusion

Susan P. Wharton, Charles Harrison, and Samuel Lindsay McCune hired W.E. B
Du Bois to conduct a study of Philadelphia's black community. They believed that the
black population of the city was directly responsible for the crime and squalor evident in
Philadelphia. They hop& that if a black man conducteci the study it would be Mewed by
reformers as an objective source of information. D u Bois clearly possessed the
qualifications to conduct the study, but he did not have the personality to repiicate the
views his employers sought.
Du Bois saw his employment with the University of Pennsylvania as a tremendous
opportunity to apply sociology to Arnenca's race problem. Initially, he tned to write an
objective study of Philadeiphia's blacks which would S o m reformers about the positive
character of the black community. As the project progressed, however, his own views and
opinions becarne more evident and the piece ceased to be objective in the eyes of its
sponsors. "Objectivity," apparently was a matter of one's taste.
Clearfy, Du Bois did not believe that blacks were an infenor race, forever banished
by heredity to the lowest Ievels ofsociety. With a comprehensive effort fiom within the

community, blacks couId improve themselves and their community. Du Bois understood
the evoiutionary theory popular during the period, but rejected its racist application.
Unlike some who used evolutionary ideas in a discriminatory way, Du Bois put much
stock in environmental influences on racial development. These beliefs led to the more
radical elemems of developing ideas on refonn initiaily appearing in
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and, later, in the Atlanta Conference studies.
In The PhiladelDhia Ne-,

Du Bois argued that the social environrnent in which

blacks existed comprised the most important factor keeping them fiom moving fonvard in
Arnerican society. He investigated the causes of black poverty and assigned responsibility
to both blacks and whites. Slavery had created an artficial environrnent that stripped
blacks of the ability to move ahead. The end of the pecuiiar innitution found slaves
without necessary capital or training, suddenly released into a racist society that embraced
a laissez-faire economic system. Although proud of black accompiishrnentsjust a few
decades removed from slavery, Du Bois noted that it was aiways most difficdt for the
poorest in society to advance. Du Bois argued that white prejudice prevented black
advancement by limiting ernployment opportunities. Despite their best efforts, blacks
were snick in poor-paying, and dangerous manual jobs, and rarely were they promoted to
positions of responsibility. Whites ignored black businesses, as owners were forced to
cater to their own people, society's poorest. Along with the econornic dficulties that
white prejudice ûuised, Du Bois found the social limitations on blacks nearly as difficult to
stomach. He did his research during a penod in which segregation was cornmon, and
blacks were painted as a dangerous threat to white Amenca. Academics and physicians
popularired the belief that blacks were an infienor race. The widespread belief in white
superiority throughout society led to iynching, sepegation, and forced migration. While
blacks saw govemments enact legislation limiting their rights, they were also terrorized by
the Ku Klux Klan and lynch mobs. A large part of Du Bois's early career focused upon
educating whites on the promise of the black community. He worked to highlight the
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accomplishments of blacks, and clairned that they were no more likely to be a criminal
element than wouid be any other impoverished minority. Du Bois scolded whites for their
hostiIity toward interracial relationships, dismissing their clams that such couplings were
becoming more common and threatened racid stock. To change society, white reformers
and successfiil blacks had to cooperate and help the less fortunate in society. The fact that
Du Bois assigned responsibility to whites and declared the potential quality of the races
made him a radical figure.
Although his contract with the University of Pemsylvania ended, bis construction
of an elaborate plan for reforrn continued. Horace Bumstead offered Du Bois the
opportunity to continue his work at the University of Atlanta. Du Bois took charge of a
series of annual studies and conferences. The conferences became a forum for many
reformers with attitudes similar to those of Du Bois. Like TheNe=, the
fira few conferences were somewhat traditional in tone, as Du Bois emphasized the need

for self-help within the black community. He honestly believed that through education,
political activity, econornic cooperation, and moral uplift the race would eventudy prove
its equality. For this to occur, Du Bois concluded, whites had to remove the social
restrictions they imposeci on blacks. With each passing year, Du Bois became bolder in his
rejection of racist theories and prejudicial social practices.
The evolution of the refom plan that Du Bois proposed began irnmediately after
he took over the Atlanta conferences. Although he continued to encourage a cornrnunity
self-help philosophy, Du Bois became less wiliing to assign responsibility to blacks for
their social situation. In The,
D u Bois admonished blacks for their
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lack of moral strength. He abandoned this view in the first two Atlanta conferences.
Inaead, he claimed that the lasting impact of slavery combined with white employment
prejudice forced blacks into poverty. Obviousiy, Du Bois rejected the Gospel of Wealth
argument that poverty indicated mord weakness. White prejudice, which had played a
more peripheral role in The-P

Negrp, now struck Du Bois as the root cause of

black misery. He claimed that white prejudice convinced blacks that they were inferior,
limiting their motivation to work for racial improvement.
During the first two conferences Du Bois also emphasized the need for econornic
cooperation. He felt that individually blacks lacked sufficient capital to start successfiil
businesses. He understood the need for capital in the laissez-faire system America
embraced. While he rejected the concept that the poor were being punished for their
moral weakness, he understood that Americans were impressed by wealth. The emphasis
that Du Bois placed on the acquisition of capital made him different fiom his
contemporary rival, Booker T. Washington. Washington emphasized a program that was
more agricultural in nature and was designed to ease the tensions between Southern
whites and blacks. Du Bois believed that this program was il1 suited to the urban
situations that increasing numbers of blacks faced.
Education proved the most important component of Du Bois' refom plan. In
the first conference, he discussed the benefits of college education. He found that blacks

often had the ability and determination to be successfùi at the post-secondary level.
Coilege graduates, he argued, found more fiequent and better job opportunhies. These
conclusions challenged Washington, who felt that educationd efforts were better spent on

1O0

programs that taught basic agriculturai or industriai skills. Du Bois criticized the
curriculum of industrial schools, noting that they did little to prepare the students for the
modern industrial workplace. He felt that the brightest among the black cornmunity, "the

talented tenth," should have access to the highest levels of education. He beiieved that if
educated properly, these blacks could lead the race forward. With a heightened level of
black education, political participation would become more important to reform efforts.
Du Bois encouraged blacks to fonn a voting block, which he felt would win them

concessions fiom white politicians seking election. Washington felt that pursuit of
political power incited white hostility, particularly in the South, so he abandoned any
public demands for equal political righrs.
The fourth conference that Du Bois led focused on the common school system and
saw him make a sweeping change in his refom program. Despite the hard work of
educators, the cornmon school system did not adequately educate black students. AtiicanAmencans, with the help of a few white philanthropists, were responsible for funding their
whole system in sorne States. Du Bois was insulted by the fact that whites had contnbuted
so little to black, cornmon- school education. To improve society Du Bois felt that whites
had to help in the uplfing of the black cornmunity. The moa appropriate way for whites
to help was to provide dependable state and federal fiinding for a black common school
system. He also advocated municipal taxation and legislative progams as helphil.
In -a

N~oL
and
~ the early Atlanta conferences, Du Bois pleaded

with church authonties to become more invoived in practical reforrn efforts. Over time he
became disillusioned with this strategy and the churches themselves. Churches, he
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claimed, were hamperd by uneducated clergy members and inconsistent refom effons.
A disappointed Du Bois decided that churchcs should stick to promoting moral refom.

They rnight play an imponant role in this area despite their limitatiocs in more practical
reform effons. Du Bois' arguments for increased governrnent fùnding for education and
the limits on church involvement indicated his evolving views on self-help. Du Bois never
completely abandoned the self-help philosophy, but he realized its Limitations. He
recognized that the black comrnunity needed self-help ideais to maintain their motivation.
Unfonunately, because of their small scale and uncoordinated nature, the various self-help
programs servicing the community failed to confiont larger questions. Du Bois noted that
the probiems facing the black community were large-scale problems of econornics,
attitude, and environrnent. This led to c d s for state involvement, and then the
establishment of the N.A. A.C.P. The first few years of the N. A. A.C.P. 's existence were
spent lobbying the Federal governrnent on various issues.

Du Bois's critique becarne most evident in two of his later conferences, one on
w

o Crimg, and the other on t h e H e a j f h e of N w o .-

In these

two studies Du Bois assened that blacks were equal in potential to whites, and were only

being held back by their negative social environment. In t h e w a n d of

,-

Du Bois cited numerous authorities who argued against the infenority

of blacks. He attacked the acadernic and professional thinking behind America's racist
attitudes by attributing black difficulties to the social environment rather than heredity. Du
Bois also attacked Arnencan materialism, suggesting that wealth did not yield a fair
measurement of evolution or morality, and that through their greed and cmel treatment of
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blacks whites could be considered the inferior race.

Obviously Du Bois took senously his role as the brains of the reform movement.
Although he did not manage to overhaul the attitudes of the Amencan racial landscape, he
did attract the attention of many prominent reformers. With each of his projects, Du Bois
slowly gained a greater audience, and his ability grew to motivate and iduence other

reformers. Although

P

eN

w had few readen, Du Bois soon found

the most widely
himself editing the official publication of the N.A.A.C.P., The k,
circulated black publication in America. He helped to transform the civil rights rnovement
from following accommodationist, self-help programs, to demanding a more equal
position. Most imponantly, he gave black Arnericans an intellectual leader who worked to
convince both races that blacks were not inferior. He believed that blacks had a fiiture in
Arnerica. By the end of his work with the Atlanta Conferences, Du Bois felt certain that
blacks could succeed in Arnerica. For this success to occur, however, the Federai
Governrnent would have to assist the reforrn effort. Unfortunately, this assistance lay
severai decades in the flture.
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